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begins Monday evening.
It ia scarcely necessary to tell tfat
people of Maine what Faimera' Week U

for it haa been an annaal event for nine
years and thousands of people have been
in attendance but the present year's pro
gram detervea special mention in some
particulars at leaat.
First: The list of speakers is notable
in tbat it contains over eighty (SO) different persons.
It comprises represents
tives from the Experiment Station, tb
Maine Department of Agriculture, th«
Maine State Grange, experts in road
building, farm powers, farm conven
lences, and irrigation, from the Colleg·
of Technology, teachers of agriculture
in colleges of agriculture and seconder)
schools, teachers of home economics, s
large number of successful farmers, experte in various lines from the Federal
Department of Agriculture, and business
tirms, florists, landscape gardeners, the
Maine Antituberculosis Association,
and representatives of the Extensioii

IT'S INTELLIGENT WORK THAT ADDS

Attomeye at Law.

THE PROFIT.

MAIH··
EUsryC.Par*

HETKKL,

The farm is the place for work, and
the mure intelligent work that is applied
CARL S. BRIGOS,
to the «oil aud its product·, the greater
will be the financial rewards.
Dentist,
There are all kinds of farmers living
MAINE.
ΤΣΙ PARIS,
00 all kinds of farms, but I caunot think
!' Α. M to 5 p. μ. Even- of one who is Dot a tiller of the soil
A
:rtaient. Special attention good many well meaning farmers have
been mining their soil instead of con.ireo.
Tç'ephoœ 143-4
serving it. But even they cannot dig it
Out and burn it or Mnelt it or wear it or
est it or sell it for any bnman purpose
J. WALDO
whatever. It is strictly a raw product to
which labor must be added before it has
any commercial value.
And that is why farmers, working in
Masonic
rear
Block,
-eet,
harmony with nature, turn their soil in
NORWAY. to grain and hay, for this first labor■c Γ <nneotion.
product of the land can be sold and the
money osed to buy many human comforts and luxuries.
(Vie I me,
o -way,
Corn aud hay when fed to animals
must make a profit for the feeder or he
could not long keep it up. When the
soil-tiller sells his crops to himself aM a
feeder of livestock, he reaps an addition
Siieet Metal Work.
al benefit (or he should) without mateCEILINGS A SPECIALTY,
-l
rially increasing the running expenses of
bis plant.
r
U.
S Herrlck.

NASH,"

ed Taxidermist,

Department.

Second: The program itself present»
the most attractive and comprehensivt
short course in agriculture, home ecu
nomics and allied subjects tbat bas ever
been presented in this state.
Third: It is practical. An examination of the program will convince the
most casual observer that it deals witl
the practical phases of farming and hum»
making and will be bandied by thoroughly competent persons. Every effort will be made to make every hour ol
the six days' course worth while to
those in attendance. As one prominent
farmer put the case last year, "Every
day I have been here I have received paj
for the cost of the entire trip."
Fourth: Special excursion rates will
be given by the Maine Central and Ban
gor A Aroostook Railroads.
Fifth: Several state-wide associations
will hold their annual meeting at Orono
Wednesday,
during Farmers' Week.
the Maine Federation of Agricultural
Associations holds its annual meeting.
On the same date tbe Florists of Maine
meet for the purpose of organizing s
State Florists' Association. They will
also have an exhibition and educational
Friday and Saturday tbe
program.
Maine Association of Agricultural students meet and on Friday the Agricultural School Course Alumni Association
holds its annual meeting.
Printed programs for Farmers' Week
and for the other Associations are available for distribution and will be sent on
application to Leon S. Merrill, Orono,
Maine.

tO.VGLEY & BUTTS,

•ibing, Heating,
tUA.UDLEK,

MORK WORK. MORE PAY

iders Finish !

When he keeps high-grade dairy cow»,
there is an extra profit (under keen farm
management) because milk and butter
.rc!eh DOORS anl WINDOWS of any take away very little soil fertility ami
•r Style at reasonable prices.
this is a big saving if we are thinking of
staying on the farm for a number of
years instead of robbing it for a little
'so
whde and then running away. When
milk or butter is put up in attractive
'.a want of any kind of Finish tor Inside ot
He work, ten I In your orders. Pine Lum
form and sold direct to tb » consumer
and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
(more and more labor being added t«>
each
still larger returns are
and Job Work. made.operatioo),
The same is true of swine. Labor
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
spent in caring for and improving the
blue-ribbon boss is usually profitable
G. W.
because the demand in great and the
Maine.
....
West Sumner.
supply comparatively small. As high a*
forty cents a pound live weight is freC.
quently paid for a well-bred boar or

Window & Door Frames.

■

Planing, Sawing

CHANDLER,

Â.

young gilt.
15 years expert WatchThe same principle operates to boost
maker with Bigelow, the farmer's bank account when he
Kennard & Co., Boston. raises fine horses instead of plugs. If

anybody tells you it costs no more to
grow a $1,000 horse, or even a *250
All Work
horse, than a skate, you tell him he
never raised the good ones or he is a
Guaranteed.
plain truth twister. It does cost more
to breed and bring to maturity a prize
A little out of the way winner, and that is
precisely why it pays
but it pays to walk.
ihe man with initiative.
Competition
was
in brain· never
strong,—
very
Uûns, .WATCHES, clocks "t here's ai ways room at the top"—but
AND JEWELRY.
competition in muscle makes industrial
slave·.
Take this home and try it on
vvith tlobbs' Variety Store, Norway, Me.
your saw buck.
An egg is worth from one to three
The da? it
cents if "strictly fresh."
batches, out pops twelve cents' worth of
chicken. When it is a four pouud roostSterilize the
er it may fetch fifty cents.
Jeweler and Graduate
young cockerel and id less than teu
months you will bave a ten pound capon
worth $2 50
You increase profits every
time you add labor backed up by sound

Poultry Extension Work.
The Extension Service of the College

jf Agriculture announces tbe organization of an agressive campaign for the development of tbe poultry business of tbe

I

itate.

Last July Mr. William C. Monaban, a
graduate of tbe College, was appointed
nstructor in Poultry Extension Work.
Be haa made an investigation not only

it the poultry conditions in the state
but also of the markets for poultry
products in New England and tbe meth>ds of handling such products in the
markets and has now laid out his plan
if campaign which is approximately as
Follows:
First: To work in cooperation with
listing poultry associations such as the
M tine Poultry Association, the Bangor
Poultry Association and others and to
insist in organizing other Associations
whenever it shall appear advisable.
Second: To establish a large number
if demonstrations in poultry managein Maine for
ment in every county
tbe purpose of demonstrating profltabli
methods.
Demonstra
ind practicable
lion* have already been started in Frank
lin, Hancock. Sagadahoc. Oxford, Knox
Work in other
ind York Counties.
;ounties will be started at once.
Third: Extension Schools in Ponltn
Management, each several days in length
are now being held in various sections ot
Che state with very gra'ifying result".
This plan will be contiuued and develop-

HILLS,

Optioian.

Lowest Prices in Oxford County
NORWAY, MAINE.

RICHARDS
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Maine.
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GROWING CHILDREN
MUST BE WATCHED.

Children are subject to many minoi
ills which unchecked speedily turn intc
serious sickness.
"L. P." Atwood's Medieine given
inptlv, checks those little ills. Used

v'ularly
r.

..·

as a

TOXIC,

a

it is a

about buttermilk if it is go-'d. Better
put it in caps, so jou'il get the straight
of it ; it muHt be good.
Itl'TTKKMI l.K HECOMKd

Optometrist and Optician.

;

cents

«ome more

Scientifically Examined

South Paris,

The writer at one time milked thirty
cows and fed the buttermilk to a
passel
of shoats. It was great fun to watch
those greedy fellows gobble up the milk.
After the experiment stations had turned loose a few facts, I learued that my

two
pigs paid me only one
Then after
gallon for that buttermilk
and
asking questions
reading
1 found out that city folks are crazy

EYES

—

judgment.

or

splendid

ventive of childhood ills.
For relief of stomach and bowel
ubles, it is unsurpassed.

MON Κ Y

Then I learned how to make "Bulgariao soured milk" or 'Sogurt," as they
call it, out of skim milk, by ripeutug
Hid "cliurniug" it. You can't tell it
from old-fashioned butter buttermilk
except that it is better. Now, that fancy
■•tuff 1 chose to ''bother" with (meaning
more lano more nor less than to spend
bor upon) selle readilv for ten to twenty
cent»· a gallon, and it brings about an
much cash as the butter.
It all means work, but don't forget
that the farm it· a place for work, and
instead of feeling abused about it and
wishing you could retire and sit on a
dry gonds box waiting for the Grim
Keeper to tap you on the shoulder with
his scythe, be everlastingly j >y I u I that
you are blessed by living in a place
where there is work to do.
NO JOY FOU THK LAZY MAN

.'ustbrook,

Me.:
There is nothing in this article that
"I and my family use "L. P." At· will please a lazy man. Probably he is
oil's Medicine freely, keeping it in 100 indolent to ev« n read this far. F»r
the man with a 60 h. p. ambiti >o and a
::.e house at all times.
It is beneficial in many ways, es- corresponding efficiency rating, happibe defined as having a little
ness
Hvially for children, who have so maty more may
work than you can get away with,
'.tie complaints with stomach and
and a little more energy than you use

bowels."

up.
The cities of our great country are
of suffering and hardship—
now full
Safeguard YOCB children with the sometimes real starvation of the poor,
which means almost invariably a part of
at all dealers.
Lig 35 Cent bottle
the great army of unemployed. Thank
God, there is no such problem on t?ie
FREE Sample by »η*·ΐ from
farm, if it is a long ways from the bright
'■LP." MEDICINE 00., Portland, Me. light· that dazzle the eyes and the mind.
On the farm there is always plenty of
work for all to do, and our concern is
not to hate it, but to turn it into cash.
If it were not so hackneyed a phrase, I
would add, "Work is man's greatest
For Sale
blessing." but I won't; I'll leave that for
the reader to say, for after all, a roan
in
has got to say It for himself before it
comes true.—Contributed to Farm Life
who says he
an Illinois subscriber
Known as the late Kimball Prince by
even works for bis neighbors (when he
Homestead.
Contains iS acre· in baa nothing to do at home).

(Signed) Mrs. A. B. Jellison.
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Desirable

Residence

Buckfield

tillage

and pasture,

Village.

large

house and Put the Record la the Show

Ring.

The Prairie Parmer thinks that some
Price and
Fine loca ion.
stable.
plan should be adopted for judging dairy
For particu- cattle in the show ring whereby the reoterms very reasonable.
ord of actual milk and bntterfat perlars inquire of Geo H. Hersey, own- formance say, for ono year, should be included in the soale of judgment. SlowProperty ly the diasatisfactlon of dairy farmers
er, St. Albans, Vermont.
with this superficial show ring judgwill be shown by Fred A. Taylor, ment is
forcing the trend of things in
that direction. Of course such inc'usion
Buckfield, Maine.
mt would apply only to the aged cow class.
But shouldn't the record be made a part
of the judgment? The prime object of a
cow's existence, especially for breediug
purposes, is what stie can do at the pail.
No matter how highly bred or perfect
she is in form if she ia good for nothing
and
We
who wants her?
as a performer,
agree with the prairie Parmer.—Hoard's

Pianos

Organs

Second hand Pianos and Organs
Two square
for sale at a bargain.

pianos

I will sell at low

price.

A

lot of second htnd organs that I will
Come in and
ivell at any old price.
see

them.

To make one contented with rural life,
recommend a visit to the city army
of the unemployed
forming for a
foray upon a soup kitchen or getting in
to place in a bread-line.
After witness
ing this, one feels sure that there are
worse places than a home on a farm and
three good meals every day.
we

It is estimated that the area seeded to
winter wheat in the United States in the
fail of 1914, amounted to 41.203,000

acres,

an increase

of
in

3,133,000 acres over
Europe continues a

If the war
1013.
few months lunger, the increase

will be

New Piano·, Stools, Scarfs, greatly needed.
Instruction Books, Player piaTour farming is not simply an enternos always in stock at prices prise; it is a mul'itude of enterprises, all
under one management, and you are the
that are right.
manager. How do you measure up to
your possibilities? Chance for the very
Send for catalog.

W.J.Wheeler,
Billings' Block· Booth Paris.

best there is in you.

The farm manure is too valuable a factor to be neglected and erery effort
should be made to conserve aad utilize

Γ

YEAR.

Farmers' Week will be held at Orono,
March Sth to 13th, Inclusive. It always

Work—Sure the Farmer Works.
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maw*.
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U soUclMd. Address ill W—IcMIom In
leaded for this department to Umi D
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By ESTHER VANDEVEER q
ooooooooooooooooooo
On

the

western

coast

Central

of

America Is a tribe of Indians who aw

very proud of their ancestry, tracing
It to the Aztecs, who were a semi-civilixed people.
They trade with othei

races, but marry only among themNature in tropical climate*
selves.

supplies food in such superabundance
that the natives may exchange what
they don't need for what will provide

other necessaries than food.
The

principal ^ood produced

among

this tribe of Central America is cocoaThe Indians do not need to
nuts.
climb the trees to gather them, fot
when they are ripe they fall to the

All day at the harvest season
there is a constant dropping, and at
night one who is unaccustomed to the
sound will be kept awake by it
There seems to be a natural law that
those who don't have to work for a

ground.

living consider themselves better than

those who do. Whether it was this immunity from labor or the fact of the
blue Aztec blood in their veins, these
Indians would admit of no union
among their people with any other.

Their cocoanuts brought ships to their
shore·, and the sailors necessarily came
ashore to load them. This wae always
done by daylight, but when night came
every man on the island must leave.
The Aztecs described by the Spanish
conquerors were a delicately made
race, and some of their women in their
dusky way were beautiful. 80 it was
with these Indians of Central America.
They would go to the shore in
groups while the sailors were loading
their boats with cocoanuts. and doubtless there were glances between them

aud the Jack tars. But the girls knew
that there must be no further courting,
for should there be the life of one or
both would be forfeited.
One day a ship was loading cocoanuts on the shore of these proud
people. Several girls stood on the
bank watching the yawls come to the
beach, take on a load of cocoanuts and
This getting
■tart back for the ship.
a boat over the breakers is aJways an
entertaining sight. Several men walking In the shallow water would pull

the boat out to where the oars might
take hold; then the oarsmen, watching
ω opportunity between waves, would
pull lustily In order to pass the next
Unless the boat
wave before it broke.
was skillfully handled it was liable to
be capsized.
The morning when the girls were
wutching the sailors the breakers were
ijulte high. The rudder of a boat coming from the ship was unshipped by
itriking a bar a short distance from

the shore, and, the coxswain not being
ible to keep her straight for the shore,
her side was turned to the Incoming
Some
waves, and she was capsized.
if the men In her got ashore, and
iome were drowned. One was washed
ishore some distance below where the
boat was to have landed. There he
lay, rolled hither and thither by each
racceedlng line of foam that slid high
ip on the beach.

Fourth: A farm egg laying content i*
being organized in several counties and
will be extended to all counties desiring

ishore alive were helped by the girls,
vbo waded Into the water for the pappose. One girl, seeing the body that
tame as soon a« possible.
Fifth: Lectures on the various phase» lad been washed ashore some distance
>f the poultry business will be given torn the others, ran to him.
wherever desired.
Lying unconscious on the sands, his
Sixth: Boys' and Girls' Poultry Club*
lght curly hair stirred by the ever
few
A
were organire being organized.
{
water, be was a picture of
zed last year with successful outcome. novlng
1 □anly beauty.
He was Ned Phillips,
this
that
form
of
is
believed
It
Poultry
Extension Work will prove especially onsldered by hie mates the daredevil
He never went
>f their number.
valuable and will be developed.
Seventh: Exhibits illustrating vari- ι ishore that be did not get Into a scrape
of bousing, feed mixtures, md on several occasions bad been
iun types
nodel poultry farms, etc., will be pre- aved
by some of them from getting
pared for use at poultry exhibits held by
Hied.
Yssociations, Fairs, etc.
The girl kneeled by him and lifted
Eighth: Correspondence Courses in
1
In her arms. Whether It was
Poultry Management are offered without ils bead
•xpenxeto those taking them. A large I heir warmth or the change of posllumber of students are now registered : lon or that he had been revived by
η these courses.
he air, he opened his eyes and looked
Ninth: An "Advice by Mail" service oto a dusky face with sympathetic
us been established whereby the expeyes, all of which seemed very beauience and training of the Extension In·
Iful to him. He had become exhaustitructorin Poultry and the poultry exd shortly before being thrown up ou
I >erts at the College and Station are
>laced at the disposal of all persons in- he beach and was therefore not very
He returned the look of
«rested in poultry and who desire in- ar gone.
1 ormation or advice upon the subject.
ympathy with one of gratitude, admlTenth: Personal visita will be made atlon. love. Then, staggering to his
and poultry plants
>n request to farms
eet he pulled himself together, and
>y the poultry instructor and the Couo- be two
rejoined the others.
1 y Agents in the nine countiea of the
But Ned was not In condition for
are
located
1 itate in which such
agents
inythlng but rest He lay down on
or the purpose of advice wherever such
he sand, and the girl who had raised
risita are possible.
This work will be closely correlated dm from the water sat by blm and
Demonntra- tanned him with a tropical leaf. Por
ο the County Agent Farm
1 ion Work aod the Boys' Club Work so
ι time the other girls stood about them
1 hat instead of one man located at' Oroooklng down at Ned's pale face and
the
for
available
10
assisting
being
Imp figure. But young people soon
I >eople of Maine all Extension representwill be prepared to letest the mating of those about them,
of
the
atives
College
!
will be md one by one the girls stole away
A list of

J

County Agents
any person on inquiry.

îelp.

lorwarded to
Any person or Association desiring
1 assistance ahould write Agricultural Ex1 tension Service or to Mr. Win. C.
Monalan, Orono, Maine. Prompt attention
«ill be given all inquiries.

Value of Farm Records.
Every farmer should keep a record of
lis operating costs and the financial reon the farm.
( mits of everything done
A farmer who does this la not going to
ose anything, but is snrely on the
road
At first it will seem imposίο success.
able to keep a record of labor, financial
tcconnts and crop yields, but It* will be
turprising how the habit will become ee
sablisbed. A very interesting and profitable record to work on at present is a
harvest record of the different grain
:ropa. Such a record will show the
Farmer how much his crops yielded and
the cost to thresh the grain. When the
ralue of such records Is realized the
[arm will tben be ran on a more strictl)
business basis.

should be kept away from
lources of contamination, such as sink
boles in which stagnant water accumu
lates, for such boles breed namberle»putrefactive bacteria which are es pec is
ly dangerous to humans. There should
be no places in the barnyard for water to
Cows

md left them together. Presently on·
it the other girls came and whispered
©methlng In the ear of Ned's mat·»
ud with a frightened look she rejoin·
d the others. Borne native men were

oming.

In flue time, the sea having gone
Ibwn, the process of loading was reamed. Phillips, with two other men
rbo had suffered by the spill, was left
This was boA
η shore to recuperate.
ollcy so far as he was concerned, for
be girls resumed their position a*
ratchets, and Ned caught a few mo·
Mots when no native men werr
retient to endeavor by signs and a
flew Spanish words he knew—some of
Which the girl who had taken him in I
her arms understood—that be wa·

grateful.

Forbidden fruit Is the sweetest Bris
girl knew that by encouraging this
white man she was bringing upon herself the penalty of death, and Ned, too,
While native
was aware of the fact
men

were

present both

were

circum-

when no one except sailors jaw
them they failed to conceal the bonds
that were Quickly being bound around

spect;

them.

old adage is "Love laughs at
it agnate.
locksmiths." There were no locks and
It is worth while to stop a short time keys for these lovers, but there were
every day and think of other things than plenty of persons to note what wae
term work. Give your mind a ohance to | going on between them.
How they
think its very best abont good things, :
to secure a few moments now
managed
things that help to make the life true and again without being seen by any of
ind strong and helpfnl to the world
the natives or whether they were Been
kboutyon.
hy some who did not betray them Is
olean milk a matter which does not appear. The
It is
An

impossible^ produce
in dirty surroundings, and equally im- sailors would do anything In their powpossible to produce good butter where er to protect Ned, and it may be that
the milk has been exposed to miscellathe girt had friends of her own eex
neous

odors.

«te swU screen her.

at time· unpro-

or friends helped
favored
pair
to avoid detection until the ship was
ready to sail; tN>n the storm broke
over the heads of the white sailor and
the I»^«" girl.
Ned had become so Infatuated that
he resolved to attempt to carry his love

the

0
ο
ο away with him.

—

proving

pltioai the loading of the ihlp was delayed. and Ned Phillip* love affair
bad time to grow strong. Either lock

The girl· though loath

! AN INVESTMENT !
1 IN UIVE !
o

h Waa

a

Complicated

Buaineaa.

ο
ο

—

ο

ο
Ο

to leave those who bad been all the
world to her for a new life of which Ο
EUGENE Α. VOCT
ο
she knew nothing, was ready to make û
ο
Frank
Λ.
Co.
Muns«y
Copyright
by
the plunge, though ebe realized that If
q
she failed In the attempt her life wonld ooooooooooooooooooo
be forfeited. The evening before the
Glenwlsh Johnson sat In the private
ship was to sail Ned pulled aehore
of the Acme-Johnson Grocery
office
The
boats.
the
of
in
one
alone
ship's
Indian girl was concealed In a grove company, of which commanding esof cocoanut trees some fifty yards from tablishment he was president and pracShe had recently been tically sole owner.
the verge.
Curtis, the confidential young man of
suspected and was watched by one
who saw her enter the grove. When Johnson's own business rearing, was
this person saw Ned coming he gave with him, as usual, at this hour—1
the alarm, but too late to prevent the o'clock—to receive his superior's final
Instructions for the day.
girl from getting into the boat
"Well," concluded Mr. Johnson In
There was but little sea rolling, and |
Ned was pulling from the shore when 1 that Icy tone the meaning of which
a short distance up the beach the girl none knew better than Curtis, "that's
If that Harden note is not
saw a party of Indian men hurrying settled.
A race was at paid tomorrow you go ahead and forea canoe to the water.
hand, with two lives at stake. Ned's close the mortgage. This presuming
muscle was equal to a spirited pull, on old friendship and that sort of rot
and he gave way at once with all his will not go. I've renewed It once, and
strength. The girl sat in the stern and I'm tired of It"
Curtis smiled and nodded as he shut
covered her face with her hands.
A ship's boat Is not usually made for down the top of his chiefs desk. The
one pair of oars.
Although Ned had latter had turned to go. but stopped
the smallest one of the lot. It was very suddenly.
"By Jove!" be exclaimed. "I almoet
heavy. But so much depended upon
the effort that he had strength far forgot My little girl is twenty-one tobeyond what was natural to him. His day." The diplomatic Curtis merely
distance from the ship was a trifle sndled his congratulations. "Hand me
less than that of the natives, but they my private check book. Curt" ordered
could pull much faster than he. They Johnson. "I'll take it home with ma"
were gaining on him, and he saw that I
Emil, the porter of Charles Thran's
despite the marvelous effort he was leaf tobacco establishment on Water
putting forth they would intercept him street New York, was the first memwhen the girl, who faced the ship, took ber of that firm's force to gasp as
her hands from her eyes, and a newly Edna, Glenwlsh Johnson's daughter,
awakened hope shone In her face. Ned alighted from ber electric car and
burned to have a look at what she briskly entered bis part of the house.
"I should like to see Miss Grace
saw, but dared not cease rowing long
enough to do so. But by signs she con- Marden, Mr. Thran's stenographer,"
trived to tell him that a boat was be- ■he said sweetly.
ing lowered from the ship, and in an"Right In there, lady," he said,
other moment It was full of men and I pointing toward the inner office.
coming toward them.
"Hello, Edna," came Thran's voice,
There were now two points at Issue- cheery and cordial. "What on earth
lives
the
to
save
their
lovers
must
first,
brings you way down to Wster
meet the ship's boat before the In- I street?"
dlana could overtake them; second, if I "I came down to see Grace on busithey succeeded in this a fight must I ness, Mr. Thran. ïou don't mind letoccur between the rescue party and
ting me speak to ber In private for a
the pursuers. On came the sailors, now I few minutes?"
«ηΛ again some one of the oarsmen I
Thran patted the girl's cheek with
in his haste striking the water and
the familiarity of a very old friend
sending up the spray. On came the I and ceremoniously bowed himself out
Indians, paddling carefully, but rapid- of his own office, softly closing the
ly. Ned could see only the latter and I door behind him. Presently, however,
knew that unless his friends were pretthe door of the private office opened
ty near it would be all up with him I and Edna stood at the threshold, her
and his love.
| face rather pale and her pose unsteady.
He saw a man in the bow of one of I
"Please come In, Mr. Thran," she
the canoes raise a spear and aim it
pleaded tremulously.
at the girt. While it was coming from
Mr. Thran re-entered his sanctum
the canoe Ned turned the boat Just in
to find that his troubles had Just
only
time to save her. The man took up
His young stenographer was
begun.
another spear and was about to hurl
huddled In her chair disturbingly near
it when there was a report, and the I
the verge of tears.
spearman dropped. He had been shot I
"I can't do a thing with her, Mr.
from the ship's boat.
"I do
Edna fiercely.
The three boats now came together. I Thran," began
wish you would make her do it; 1
The canoe contained, among others,
can't"
the father of the girl who was bent
"What Is it Edna?' he inquired, with
on killing both his daughter and the
real concern.
man who was carrying her away from
"The whole thing In a nutshell Is
her people. The sailors, not wishing
this: Mr. Marden, this foolish girl's fato kill the Indians, fought with their
owes papa $3.000, and if it Isn't
oars.
The Indians bad had time only ther,
before 3 o'clock today papa says
to collect a few spears, and they were paid
be will foreclose the mortgage or somesoon sinking to the bottom without I
Grace and Uncle Bully John
serious
damage. Ned thing, and
having done any
will
be homeless. Now, 1 was
Marden
kept his eye on any one who showed
and
gave
eigne of injuring the girl, and no soon- twenty-one yesterday, as apupa
birthday
me a check for $5,000
er was a blow aimed at her than he I
1 waa so happy about It, knowparried it with his oar. Finally with I [jift
ing that It would Just eover the amount
a blow be sent one of her enemies into
Dncle John owes papa, and now Grace
the water and upset the canoe.
|
—Grace—she won't take it Please
InWhile
the
the
This ended
fight
Thran."
dians were hanging on to their canoe I make her take It Mr.
"Please, Mr. Tbran" now came apa man in the ship's boat threw Ned a I
from the other girl, "please
rope. All gave way, and Ned and the peallngly
Jo not try to make uie do this thing.
pirl were pulled to safety.
When the lovers were taken aboard Sod knows I appreciate Edna's motives,
md I love her all the more for her
the ship the crew, who had been
But I cannot take
Intentions.
the

2

kindly

fight
watching the flight and
greeted them with a lusty cheer. Even
|he captain, whose duty it was to keep
his men from Interfering with the natives, with whom he traded, could not
refrain from a hearty welcome.
Contrary to what might have been
expected, the match turned out a happy one. Ned concluded to leave a sea
faring life and settled down on the
coast of New England, where he enjiged in Ashing. He has accumulated
-some means and owns the house in

which he lives.
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He has several stal-

this money from her."
"Edna." he said very tenderly, "you
»re a very klud. dear girl, and I am
proud to know you. But you do not
understand, my dear. I am truly very
sorry for both of you."
#······
Johnson would gladly bave paid the
3ve thousand himself, but was afraid
jf that man Curtis. After twelve years
»f patient work to make a real business man out of bis young confidential man Johnson did not dare to make

so sentimental a proposition.
wart eons and comely daughters of a
darker hue than himself, but lighter I So be bad carefully planned it all,
lhan their mother, to whom he has of- had presented Edna with the check
ind an admonition to Invest it as she
ten told the story of how she waa captared with a death penalty hanging law fit, and tben dexterously apprised
lier of Marden's Indebtedness to him
over her.
ind the inevitable consequences of a
Notas Not Elaborate.
'allure to meet the note the next day.
The bishop of St Albans wrote that
Johnson only beard of the miscaron a certain occasion he heard Bishop
riage of his plan at about 2 o'clock
Wllberforce describe with such singu- that afternoon. Returning to his prilar eloquence and power the effect on rate office from luncheon at that hour,
the soul of the clearing away of intel- lie found bis daughter on the verge of
lectual doubts that he begged to be tears, with the check in her band.
shown the manuscript from which bis
"Oh. pape, Grace won't take the
friend had been preaching, as he wish- check, won't let me help her—me, her
ed to copy certain portions of the ser- lest friend."
mon.

Wllberforce handed him the document, turned to the page which contained the passage spoken of by the
bishop and showed him a sheet of pawordper inscribed with the single

fog.

The Gatling Gun.

Richard Jordan Gatling, the inventor
of the gun bearing his name, was a
native of Hertford county, N. C.,

where be was born in 1818. The Qatllng gun was not used to any extent
during the war between the states, a
dosen or so being employed by Butler
The Invention
on the James river.
was not made fairly practical until
1866, when the gun was adopted into

the United States service.

Antiquity of th« Giant 8«quoias.
Compared with the gianj sequoias
world
every other living thing In the
1b a creature of today, and there are
only a few evidences of man's handiwork still in existence—some of the
ruins of ancient Greece and Assyria—
that were constructed at an earlier
date.

He turned to his daughter, smiling
The girl placed the piece of
paper she had been holding in hie

jrfmly.

liands.
"Come along with

dearie.

Too
lo not bave to ask Grace Mania· or
iny one else to pay that note. Ai! yoo
leed do is to go over to the bank and
}ay It But as my check is not certlled and, besides, you bave never been
h side of a real commercial bank 111 go
vtth you If you will let me."
Edna rewarded her father with a
pateful hug and kiss, and they
«versed the outer offices. Olen Johntoc, accompanied by his daughter,
mrfked authoritatively up to the note
me,

teller's window of one of New Torirt
largest banking institution*.
"How do you do, Mr. Johnson!"
greeted the man behind the ban «·-

spectfully.
"All right," responded the other cordially. "You have a note here for collection, $6,000, John Marden. maker, to
my order. This lady wishes to pay It

Want me to certify It?"
The note teller scrutinized the check.
"Oh," remarked Smith, still smiling
amusedly, "the check Is all right of
course, but I can't take It The note

late by at least half an boor; but of
course," and here the teller risked a
sly wink at Edna's fatber, "you know
who really paid It, Mr. Johnson."
"II ΙΓ exploded the latter. "Do you
thfak I came over here with my daughter to make a fool of myself?"
"I—I—really. I beg your pardon,"
"But naturally I
stammered Smith.
thought you knew when your own Mr.
Curtis paid the note."
"It's all right Mr. Smith," muttered
Johnson, stroking his brow. "Come,
Edna, let us go."
Johnson was still nervously clutching
his daughter's hand as they passed
through the outer offices of the AcmeJohnson Grocery company.
Just before he ushered the girl Into
the private office he ordered the office
boy to send In Mr. Curtis at once. The
culprit entered with his usual placid

tw

..

has been paid, Mr. Johnson."
"Paid?"
"Most unusual thing about this col-

Rotes.

g

age:

to take Into town
cartload of flowers. I learn that tomorrow Is the queen's birthday, and
there will be a great deninnd for the
flowers on the part of courtiers to bestow upon her majesty. 1 bear she la
both young and beautiful and that eho
will take a husband from one of her
Therefore many galown subjects.
lants will wish to besto 7 gifts upon
80
her, and there Is no gift that
touch a woman's heart as flowers."
Hans obeyed his father. Going out

"Hans, I wish you

"And you paid it?"
"I paid It"
"Ton paid it" repeated Johnson,
riled by the other's nonchalance. "We
know you paid It but why? You—In
heaven's name! Why did you pay it?
There Is something behind all this,
and I want to know It"
"There is a great deal behind It Mr.
Johnson." admitted Curtis cheerfully.
"My life's happiness Is behind it

a

wlll^

Grace Marden has promised to become

my wife"
"And you thought you would do a
father's
very wise thing by paying her
note?" demanded Johnson.
"I thought so," replied the young
man with Just the slightest note of
The elder man
doubt In his voice.
turned abruptly to his desk.
"I am sure," soothed his daughter,
"that you are to be congratulated, Mr.
Curtis. And your paying tbe note was
a very noble act"
"Thank you," replied Curtis sheepshe
as he took the dainty hand

ungratefully,

By F.
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CutlMd of

to the barn, he harnessed a mule to a
cart and then drove It Into the garden.
It was the month of June, and there
were many roses In l»ud and In bloom.
Hans loved the roses better than any
other flower and put so many In the
cart that there was no room for any
other flowers. However, he knew that
roses brought the best price, so be
concluded to leave the load as It was.
Then going to his room he put on the
clothes he usually wore to the city, a
doublet of dark blue and hose to
match. Then girding on his swordevery one wore a sword In those days
—he mounted his cart and drove the

he

wished the radiant young woman
with
appreciation
showering him
would suffer him to get away or-better yet—would depart herself and leave
him to have it out with her Imperious,

mule toward the capital.
Hans had no sooner reached the
outskirts of the city than he met a
young man In a very brilliant costume
and with feathers in his hat and other
Seeing the
marks of being a noble.
roses In the cart, bis eyes lighted with

heartless father alone
But suddenly Johnson rose to his
The young assistant's worried
feet
expression gave way to A triumphant
grin at sight of the changed countenance of his chief, for tbe good, old
fighting gleam shone in those eyes once
more. Johnson handed tbe young man
a check he had written.
"Now, listen here. Curt" he said
sharply. Curtis knew the tone and
hearkened attentively. "This is an order, and if it isn't carried out to tbe
Johnson's gray
letter I'll fire you."
eyes softened as he continued: "Curt
fix.
you have put your good self in a
Bully John's daughter Is too proud to
Btand for what you have Just done.

pleasure.

"How much for your rosea?" he asked Hans.
"They are not for sale at present,
replied the countryman. "If they are
wanted here they will bring a better
price when 1 approach the palace, for
this Is the queen's birthday, and there

lug flowers
will be many gallants want
"
for gifts to her majesty
The man abused Hans for a country
bumpkin, but Hans drove ou. paying
Uans was stopno attention to him.
ped many times by courtiers, sometimes men. sometimes women, and received many offers for his load, but he

Don't I know the girl? Now. boy. you
fool
go over to the bank and stop that
deal you Just made. Now, you listen
to me!" as Curtis made a gesture of
protest. "Listen to sense, will you,
You go over
even If you are in love!
to the bank and do as I say. Then you
come back here with that abominable
Γ11
And then lfs my move.
nota
write Marden a letter, agreeing to extend that Infernal note of his another

drove on, always saying, "If you are
willing to give so much here what will
1 be offered when 1 reach the market

place In the center of the city?"
Finally he stopped his mule at the
palace gates and was about to drive
Into the courtyard when he was stopped by a sentry.
"I have a gift for her majesty Queen
Wtlhelmlna," said Hans. "Let me

pass."

I'll tell him—er—anyfour months.
thing—changed my mind or something.
Well, never mind what 1 tell him;
that's none of your business nor,"
turning to his daughter, who had
laughed audibly, "any of yours either,
That saves the girl's pride
madam.
ind relieves the old man's anxiety.

The chamberlain happened to be
looking out of a window at the time
and. seeing a cartload of roses below,
bethought himself that there was a
flne opportunity to buy flowers with
which to decorate the throne room. In
which his royal mistress would that
day receive her birthday congratulations. Running down and out. he said
to Hans:

Now. listen to me. you two—two—well
never mind!" for Edna had laughed Irreverently aguha. "I want you to know

i.LUW

this much. I pay the $5,000—do you
I—Glenwlsh Johnson—and
?et that?
no other living man. or woman either!
Now, Curt, scoot!"
Curtis having "scooted," father and
laughter faced each other with a new

UIUVU
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"They are not for sale."
"But you must sell them. 1 wish to
buy them for the queen. 1 will give
you α thousand florins for them."
"I intend them for a birthday gift

ind better understanding.
"I am so proud of you." she murmured. Glen Johnson caught the tears
ki her voice even before he saw them
)n her cheeks.
"You mustn't cry about it girlie," be

to her majesty."
The chamberlnin looked at Ilans as
If he thought him daft
"Come, come," he said coaxingly.
"Don't be a fooL The queen will not
accept a gift from such as you. But

mid tenderly.
But she did cry about It while her
tiappy father held her very close to his

she must have your roses. So many
Drive
are not to be had elsewhere.
them into the courtyard, and I will

breast for he knew that every tear she
ihed was a token of her new love and
reverence for himself.

pay you."
"I will drive them into the courtyard,
but only as a gift for her majesty,"
replied1 Hans.
"We will see about that," cried the
chamberlain angrily, and. taklDg the
mule by the bridle, he led him through
the gateway Into the court and stopped before a door of the palace. Then
he went Inside to summon servants to
carry in the roses while be obtained
the money to pay for them. Ile returned, lending half a dozen lackeys with
baskets, and he held In his bauds a
bag containing a thousand florins. He
found Hans standing before his cart

A Blunt Exoum.
There 1b α stroy of nn English clergyman who bad taken temporary duty
for a friend and who had the 111 lack
to Injure bis false teetb during the
week. The plate was scut to the den-

tist for repairs, a faithful assurance
being given that It should be returned
by Sunday's poet, but the dentist or
the post proved faithless.
With the assistance of the clerk the
clergyman managed to stumble through
the prayers, but felt It would bv uselees to attempt to preach. lie thereCore Instructed the clerk to niuke some
îxcuse for him and dismiss the congregation. But his feelings may be better
Imagined than described when, in the
jecluslon of the vestry, he overheard
the clerk in impressive tones thus de-

with folded arms.
"Get out of my way," said the chamberlain.
"If you touch one of the flowers,"
•aid Ilans, drawing his sword. "I will
ftiake a hole in you."
"Treason!" cried the

chamberlain.
liver the excuse:
"Guards!"
his
is
"Parson Is very sorry, but it
A dosen soldiers came running to the
misfortune to be obliged to wear a set scene. The
queen, hearing the words
}f artful teeth.
They busted last "Treason!" and "Guards!" and fearing
Wednesday, and he ain't got them a plot or a revolution, put her bead oat
back from London toduy, as be was
through an upper window and asked to
promised. I've helped him all I could know what was the matter.
do
I
can't
but
the
sen-ice,
through
"This countryman," said the cham'Tisn't any use for him
more for him.
wouldn't
for
you
| berlain, "refuses to sell his roses, which
going up in the pulpit,
understand a word be said, so be thinks ! I wish to decorate the throne room for
your majesty's reception today."
you all may as well go home."
"Perhaps you have not offered him

enough for them," said the queen.
Wagging the Ear*.
"I have offered him α thousand
You will rarely ûnd that a man who
1
florins."
can wag his ears suffers from deafness.
I "That surely should be sufficient
The reusou for this is very simple.
roses,
Wagging one's ears exercises them Why will you not sell me your
man?"
the
exercises
as
good
much
my
as
walking
just
"Because I have brought them for
A great deal of
muscles of the legs
deafness is caused by the muscles of α birthday gift for your majesty."
the ears becoming stiff and refusing to I "Λ birthday gift!" exclaimed the

j

respond quickly

Quite

a

the roses.

"Nothing," Hans replied. "I presented them to the queen for a birthday

gift."

Hnus told his father what had occurred. The old man was much pleased
until his sou told him that when tlio
queen asked him what she could do for
bim be bad said "notblug." Then the
But
father abused him for α fool.
Hans replied that if showing one's loy-

alty to one's sovereign were being a
part of ancient GauL Centuries ago fool then he was
ulad to be olie.
there was a kingdom composed largeQueen Wllhelmlna waited u month
ly of what Is now Flanders. The capi- before taking any further nctlou in the
tal was probably Ghent, though the matter of her gift of roses, then made
time of my story Is so remote that one Inquiries as to whether Hans bad seut
cannot be sure about this. The coun- In any request for a favor of auy kind.
try was then governed by a queen When she was told that be had uot she
Hans aud
who had the same name as the present thought a great deal about
what she should do in the matter. She
ruler of HoUand-WUhelmlna.
considered it beneath the dignity of a
One day a farmer living on the outqueen to accept a yltt frein a subeklrts of the iapltHl said to bis son,
certainly not one of lowly origin.
ject.
a strapping young man Just come of
She sent for bim. and when he up[»enr·

The smile on the confidential young
man's face was serene.
"I've been at the hank, Mr. Johnson,"
he said calmly. "I went there for the
purpose of paying the Marden note-"

and

g
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hut since she bud given her royal acceptance of the gift she could not take
So she thanked Hans, and
it back.
the lackeys carried in the rowee. and
Hans drove away, the courtiers and
others who bad collected Inughiug hi
their sleeves at bini.
Hans drove back to 'he farm, where
bis father, seeing tlie cart empty, asked bini how uiuch he had received for

a

day?"

Ungallantly

It Vu

The map of that part of Europe In
which began the great European war
has been changing ever since It was

"Hear anything about the Marden
note?" asked Johnson leadingly.
'Tee. sir," replied Curtis dryly. "The
note has been paid."
"Oh, It has. has it?" asked the chief
sarcastically. "How do you know that
since you haven't been to the bank to-

ishly
had extended.

g
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air.

to the sound wuvee.
lurjie proportion of children
can move their ears, Just as they can
the skin on their forehead up and
lection," resumed the teller. "It seems move
down, but as they grow up they lose
I
You
are
It
room with southern exposure."
to
wants
pay
everybody
their power through want of practice.
"Has she any references?"
the third party to attempt to do sa It
It le a mistake to let a child lose this
is
has
that
all
she
preferences."—
minutes
ten
ago
wasn't more than
"Not
power, for it may ineuii the difference
it
LouisvlHe Courier-Journal.
Miss Grace Marden came In to pay
and bad bearing in after
Bhe presented a certified check signed between good
> years.
Dr. M. Fernet, the famous TarRather Spitsful.
by Charles Thran"—
has even gone so far as to
Mrs. Crawford—Has she really as
"Oh, Mr. Thran!" interposed Edna ie doctor,
that people should be trained
suggest
Mrs.
Isn't
claims?
as
she
himself.
It
he
"So
a
paid
memory
gleefully.
good
to wag their eurs, Just as they are
Crabshaw—Only for certain things. that noble of him?"
to exercise any other muscles
a
had
hat
"Mr. Thran's Intentions were good," trained
Sht am remember if one has
Friuiciaco Chronicle.
* * iklrt tnrned,-Jodgfc
proceeded the tellec. "bat bo was too of the body.—San
Mdi
Well 8upplisd.
"How about the new cook?"
"She says she wants three nights out
a
a week, beefsteak at every meal and

Tub Queen's
Birthday gift

9

1

1

queen, surprised.
"I have told blm," put in the chamberlain, "that your majesty would not
accept a gift from such as he."
The queen looked down on the scene
below for α few moments without
speaking. "The fellow," she said to
herself, "has some boon which he

wishes in return for his gift" Aloud
she said:
Is there
"I will accept your roees.
anything I can do for you to show my
appreciation for your offering?"

"None,

your

majesty."

queen wm taken aback at UUa.

ed she said to him:
I
"I have need for your services.
am going to try you in the diplomatic
service. There Is a boundary dispute
between me and King Carl, whose dominions adjoin mine on the east. My
prime minister will Instruct you as to
the matter, after which I wish you to
proceed to King Carl and make us
good a settlement as you can."
"But, your majesty." Hans stammered. "1 am but a countryman, unskilled In"—
"Something tells me." the queen interrupted, "that what others have
learned by study and experience you
know Intuitively.
Tbis Is not a reGo and on
quest, but a commaud.
your return reiwrt to me what you
have done. My chamberlain will provide you with the necessary funds."
Hans after acquainting himself with
the case he was to handle, dressed in
proper apparel, went at the head of an
embassy to King Curl. and. being closeted with him. the king steeled himself against the ambassador as he bad
against others. But Hans began at
once to gain his confidence.
He learned from the king on what he bad set
his heurt and relinquished all claim to
It This enabled bim to get what the
The result was that
queen wanted.
he made a very satisfactory agreement When he returned and reported
what he had done the queen was very
much pleased.
She created him a
noble and placed bim at the head of all
her diplomats.
Hans, after acquainting himself with
eent bis father α thousand tlorlns, the
amount he had been offered for the
roses, and the old man. who had heard
of his son's preferment, about which
every one was talking, wondered how
such a fool had been able to achieve
such honors so far beyind his stution.
Hans grew continually in Influence.
Those were warlike times, and ambassadors had tried to gain their ends by
threatening war. and If they did not
try threats they resorted to chicanery.
Hans' plan was always the one he had
tried with King Carl. Lie sought to
discover what was for the best Interests of both parties and when he had
lone so to convince the sovereign with
whom he dealt of the fact. In this way
be achieved a reputation for statecraft
which was really nothing but common
iense and a liberality which In the end
*eeulted In his sovereign's profit
One day Queen Wllhelmlna asked
Elans what she could do for him bepond what she had done to repay him
for the valuable services he had renlered her In preventing war.
"Permit me," replied Ilans, "on your
lext birthday to send you a cartload of
■oses."
When Queen Wllhelmlna was aslured that Hans would name no other
favor she grunted it and on the anniversary of the day that he had made
:he first gift he made another, only
Jils time the cart was driven by one
( >f bis servants.
When Hans went to
, Jbe palace to offer his congratulations,
| nstead, as before, of being Informed by
he chamberlain that the queen would
lot accept a gift from such as he, that·
'unctlonary announced to him that her
najesty had decided that a proposition
if marriage from him would be agreeible to her.
There was much debate among the
lueen's subjects who knew the story
nans' birthday gift whether ht
nado it simply as an act of homag·
ο a sovereign or whether he aspired
ο her heart and hand
But no one
ncept Hans knew that, and he never
if

| old.

Defining ■ Gentleman.
The true gentleman Is the man
whose conduct proceeds from good will
and au acute sense of propriety and
whose self control Is equal to all emergencies; who does not make the poor
man conscious of his poverty, the obhis obscurity or uny
scure
uiun of
man of his Inferiority or deformity;
who Is himself humbled If necessity
compel* him to humble another; who
does not flatter wealth, cringe before
power or boast of his own possessions
who speaks with
or achievements;
frankness, but always with sincerity
and sympathy, and whose deed follows
his word; who thinks of the rights and
feelings of others rather than of hla
own; who appears well in any company and who ls at home what be
seems to be abroad—a man with whom
honor ls sacred and rlriue safe.—Dr.

Wayland.

Poor G a·.
Some men were riding in the smoker
?nd of u Pullman car recently when
un>ne of them referred in a rather
complimentary way to the gas supply
hat was dished up In his home town.
"Yours may be bad enough," refleclvely commented a party named
foncs, "but I want to say right here
hat we have the worst gas of any
in the United States."
"That is saying α whole lot," return"Do you really
id the first speaker.
own

nean

It?"

"You Just bet a hundred that I mean
It Γ was the vigorous rejoinder of
Fonee.
"Every morning when we go
λ cook breakfast we have to pour
teroseue on the gas to start the fire In
:he gas stove."
Philadelphia Tele·
—

jraph.

Lucky For Patar.
'Tin glad I'm not a goldfish," ob-

served small Peter, "for In that case
Pd have to stay in a bathtub all the

time."—Cincinnati Tlmee-8tar.
That load

becomes

^Mrfnlty born.—Ovid.
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•ale at the following place· In the County
Store.
Howard's Drug
South Paris,
SburtlelT» Drug Store.
Noye· Drug Store.
Norway,
Ruckfleld,

Paris 11111,
West Parle,
NEW

High Street Wednesday morning after an illness of only a few honra. Mr.
Benaon had been In feeble health, coffering from severe attache of heart disease,
bnt he was able to be out of doors Monday and did some work. He was the
of Deacon Qibbs and Lncinda
son
In Paris,
(Cbase) Benson, and was born of
eleven
Aug. 28, 1836. Of the family
he
children to which
belonged seven ere
Mrs. Jalia Tubbs of Los
now living:
of
Angeles, Calif., Mrs. Delia Tucker
West Peris, Mrs. Abble Lowe of North
Mrs.
Paris, Mrs. Kate Doe of Parie Hill,
Ida Field of Norway, Mre. Emma Barrett

on

of Somner, and Qibbs Benson of New
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Atwood, who
Gloucester.
and
vicinity
in
Boston
bave been visiting
His first marriage was with Charlotte
for the paat two weeks, returned home
Chase of Paris, who died abont 1880.
Saturday.
Five children were born to them, of
Arthur Daniel· waa at Alfred Daniels'
whom two daughters are living, Ella,
birthday.
on Washington's
and
in wife of Alpheus Andrews of Paris,
and
the
play
not
supper
forget
Do
of WaterWill Lida, wife of Cbarlee Perkins
evening.
Hall
Tuesday
Cnmminga
ville. His second marriage was to Hanall those who bave not been solicited
nah Emmons of Greenwood. A son,
pastry.
please bring cake or of
of tbia union, who died
Auburn was in Seth, was born
Charles L. Shaw
three years of age. Mrs. Benson's
at
week.
town one day last
in 1908, and Mrs. Mary
Harold Knowles of death occurred
Mr. and Mrs.
has been his faithful and
Daniels'. Mr. A Campbell
M.
at
A.
are
Skowhtgan
efficient housekeeper since October, 1909,
Knowles is to w^rk for Mr. Daniels this
of
in kindly ministering to the many needs
summer and tbey are to have the rent
his declining years.
Albion Andrews' bouse.
Mr. Benson also extended his kindMr*. Leslie Newell of Sumner called
nees to others not of his kindred, and
on friends in this place Tuesday.
three boys at different times were reared
Mrs. Kate Doe waa called to West
in his family—Joseph Croswell, Eugene
Paris last week by the death of her
Millett, now of Readfield, and Samuel
brother. Rev. Set h Benson.
R. Johnson of West Paris.
New
from
Viueyard,
Luce
Mrs. Kite
Rev. Mr. Benson was a teacher of
and Miss Florence Bogardus from JerMrs. N. prominence for many years, teaching
and
Mr.
are
visiting
sey City,
He taught the
more than forty terms.
A. Cummings.
children and their children as the years
Karl and Eva Dresser, who have been
went by. It was not only the happy
with Mrs. Hubbard for the past week,
privilege of the writer to be one of his
bave returned to Harrison.
for several consecutive terms, but
Iovitations have been received by pupils
of her parents also. Always genial and
Paris Hill friends to the wedding of
in the school room, yet unruly
William H Chase and Miss Susie May pleasant
scholars knew they need fear him, and
Piper, of Mecbanio Falls, March 13th. at one time he was called to Presque
The wedding is to take plaoe in the
Isle to preside over a school of eighty
Pleaeant Street Β «ptist chnrch.
So good was his success
Aodrew Woodward, who has been on rough buys.
that when a daughter received ber first
the sick list, is some better.
certificate of teaching, the superintendQuite a number from here attended ent wrote
upon It these words: "Blood
the Good Cheer drama at South Paris
will tell."
Friday evening.
Mr. Benson was educated in the comMrs. Dora Jordan is visiting in AuHe
mon schools and Hebron Academy.
burn.
was ordained to the Baptist ministry at
Mrs. R F. Tufts from Summit Spring
and
Pond, June 18, 1878,
one day last Bryant's
was at Mrs. F. A. Tufts'
there the larger part of sevenweek. Mies Frances Tufts, who accom- preached
teen
years. Other pastorates were at
panied her, remained for a viait.
North Paris, Lincoln and
Miss May Bennett is visiting in Beth Bucksport,
Lee, and supplies at Addison and Harel.
Then he came back to North
Mrs. P. S. Johnson, who has been stay- mony.
where he resided on the Benqon
ing with her mother, Mrs. F. A. Tufts, Paris, until be sold it and came to West
tbe past few weeks, returned to her farm
oo
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hie mother

Wwt Parte.
Rev. Set h Ββοιοη died at bla reeldenoe

> tone's Drug Store.
A. L. Newton, Postmaster.
Mr· Harlow. Post Office.
Samuel T. White.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

New Spring Merchandise.
New Merchanills·.
Our One Dollar Shirts.
Fidelity A Deposit Co. of Mcl.
The Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation Ltd.
Hld'len Dangers.
Insurance Co. of North America.
National Fire Insurance Co. of Hartford.
New Spring Furnishings.
tiroun·! U ripper Shoe·.
i Kaokrupta' Petitions for Discharge.
Wanted.

Bethel.
A good Bomber of gnaats were In town
to enjoy tbe little reoeee end Washington'· birthday vialting friends.
Mra. Henry Anatln epent Sunday with
her parent· in Sbelbnrne, Ν. H.
Fred Wood and family are to move to
Sooth Paria.
Mra. Mahern and little daughter of
Auborn vlalted her mother, lira. Churchill, and her aiater, Mra. Lovejoy.
Ethel Stearns ia visiting her aiater,
Mra. Cheeley, in Portland.
returned from
Fritz Ooddard baa
Plymouth, Ν. H., where be spent a week
with hia sons, George and Gard.
Arnol Brown baa moved bia family to
Edwin Smith'· rent, and Mr. and Mrs.
Elmon Jordan will oooupy tbe rent Mr.
Brown baa vaoated.
Thursday the atudenta of Gould
Academy postponed their fair and entertainment, on account of tbe rain. It.
will be held next Thursday, March 4tb.
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Curtia
Tuesday and completed arrangements
for tbe Willard commemorative meeting
Feb. 28 b.
Hazel Douglass in going to Portland
to remain with the family of Dr. Eiwin
Gehring.
Friday evening, Mr. Paraona, the
Bethel photographer, entertained about
forty guests at Maple Inn. It proved to
be one of tbe pleasant social affairs of
the winter.

MIDDLE INTBBVALB.

My dear young friends, when the songbirds come read this: Her Prayer Answered.—A olever little girl, distressed
over a brother's bird trapping, once pro-

vided a very telling example of tbe faith
that ia allied to worka. Her mother,
whose assistance she bad implored In
behalf of tbe birds, deolined to interfere,
but suggested that tbe ohild pray for her

feathered friend·. Preaently noting that
serenity bad succeeded to aadness, she
asked for late details of tbe affair. "Oh,
it's all right, mamma," came tbe prompt
and smiling response. "I've flxed Itthree waya
Firet, I asked God to make
Johnny a better boy, ao be wouldn't
a

The
and rain there were tome over one hun- the tongue t whiter Przasnyzs.
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nants, and my Polish friend after
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propelled along on the heads of the

out a newspaper and pointed
would
"The relative strengths"- He
that
like to know bow to pronounce
word of eight consonants and one
vowel. And I should like to back that

people

word to beat the friendliest foreigner
shore.—London Chronicle.

want to be trapping tbe poor little
birdie·; then I prayed that no poor little ing
birdies woald get into tbe trap, and present.
then," with perfect aerioueneaa but a disMaine New » Notes.
North Buckfield.
tinct eye twinkle, "I went out and kicked
W. J. Thompson of South China, forthe darned old trap to pieces."
and £. L. Torrey
H. C. Smith for W. A. Bragg, sales- merly State Lecturer,
A lot of Maine school children can
were visitors at Mountain
man for Grand Union Tea Co., was bere of Dixâeld
"«ralk Spanish," but it'· only Bath that
Orange Saturday.
tbe 23d inst.
teaches 'em to talk Spanish. As United
Leater Varney attended the extension
P. A. Chapman of South Paris called
Sûtes gets into closer touch with South
at East Sumner
of
America, the commercial importance
here some time ago, saleaman for Wat- school of agriculture
last week.
kins Stock Co.
Spanish increases. Bath, as a shipping
eviof
is
Henry Sturtevant Waltbam, Mass.,
city, appreciates this (act, as
visited at A. F. Mason's recently.
denced by the Spanish course in her high
Bryant'5 Pond.
Sanford Conant and son Fred called on
school.
Mra. Ethel Noyes, wife of Charles
Paris in 1908.
B. F. Heald Tuesday, coming in their
home in Portland Monday.
Tueathe
of
this
away
of
few
a
village, passed
There are still remaining
During one year of his pastorate thir- Noyea
ridden every month so far
Mrs Columbia Parria, of this village,
after an illness of about auto, having
were baptized by him, which was day, Feb. 23d,
old pines which gave Maine its cogno- reached the
this winter.
ripe age of one hundred and teen
was a lady much esShe
of
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weeks.
three
in
Knowlton
W.
the
number
men.
baptized
Ralph
Mrs. Parris is more than half
James Robinson is visiting at Fred
one years last Saturday.
Rev. Joseph teemed in the community where she bad
Strong recently sold to Charles A. G>uld in good health aod well preserved men- he whole association.
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large
the
of
pine
friendship
then
fifty
West
D.
Farmington
secretary
of
D,
A large amount of long lumber and
tally. She entertained a number of ber Ricker,
Her funerMaine Baptist Missionary Convention, residence within our village.
trees which are estimated to scale 60,000 friends
of brush
during the day who called to
residence Thursday also birch for tbe manufacture
feet. Some of them are more ihan four offer their
remarked in these words, "I wish there al waa held at the
blocks has been hauled into Heald Bros.'
congratulations.
Miller
G.
Rev.
C.
attended
by
He solem- afternoon,
feet in diameter.
were more Seth Bensons."
George Lunt is at the Hubbard House
she mill yard.
nized many marriages, attended many of South Paris. Besides a husband
of
Howard McAlister and family
Thin ice calamities are not confined to for a few days. Mrs. Lunt and Mrs.
a mother, also two
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this
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bave
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who
North Paris, also Mr. and Mrs. Frank
year.
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Thompson,
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with
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Turner of South Paris, were at C. B.
Waterviile Monday Ercell Rowe, three winter in Portland, are expected to ar- was a power
Tbe following program baa been anthe ice on rive and open their home
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March Keene's Sunday.
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was
Baptist
The funeral
His
Frank Heald is very poorly from the
Webber Pond and was drowned.
present week.
at 1:80. Rev. L. W. Ray- 4th, In connection with the military ball, effects of a fall on the ice recently.
The heavy rain of the past week took church Friday
brother Kenneth, aged 5, who was near
under tbe direction of tbe Imperial Orand
close
his
friend,
spoke
pastor
Relatives In the place bave received
him at the time, made a brave effort to off about all the snow and has left the mond,
chestra of Berlin:
in the roads in a condition of partly ice and words of comfort, the church choir sang
news of the serious Illness of Miss Maud
save bim but was nearly drowned
I. Mv Sari Waltz—Orchestra.
and the Masonic order of which he was
Bates, wbo lives with her brother, Dr.
partly mud.
2. Male quartette—"Little Cotton Doliy."
attempt.
their burial serHarold Bates, East Rochester, Ν. H.
Mr. and Mrs. E'iaa Stront and Mrs. a member, performed
3. Duet, cornet and trombone—
a
of
rifle,
The
were pretty flowers.
"See the Pale Moon."
By the accidental discharge
Stroat request the Democrat to vice. There
Benj
and
Mr,
of
Perfect
son
Day."
solo—"A
4.
was at North Paris.
Soprano
Lawrence C. Houghton,
Mrs. C. Β Keene visited hereon, Sam
extend to their neighbors and friends interment
5. Male Quartette—"My Lady Cnlo."
Mrs. Ansel J. Houghton of Woodfords, their thanks and assurances of appreciaβ. Fauet—Orchestra.
Keen··, In Hartford last week.
The remains of Mrs. Georgia Barrett,
16 years of age, was instantly killed tion for tbe kindness and
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Furkis were at E.
sympathy
Tbe drama to have been presented
Wednesday while at the rifle range of shown them during their receut affliction widow of Frank Barrett, were brought bere Thursday
by the Milton Dramatic M. Holmes1 reoently.
for burial Wednesday afternoon.
itere
the Deering High School. The rifle was
furnished for the
It is reported Charles Tucker has sold
to a later date.
a and also for flowers
She was the daughter of George and J Club was postponed
in the hands of Gordon J. Malone,
will return to his farm to Mr. Strout.
funeral.
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Laura (Field) Young,
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time.
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"The Miser's Millions" will be pre- Thursday reminded people of the
Barrett, and wife, of Portland, bet
East Sumner.
effort being made
at tbe opera house, Saturday of '96, when the bridge here was carried
and
husty are interested in the
Vlrs.
Abbott,
Mary
«laughter,
One of the largest crowds ever seen at
and It will be accom- away.
to improve condition· in tbe western
band, her sisters, Mrs. Fannie Lane and I evening, Feb. 27 h,
assoB. F. Heald bas been sick.
features,
two additional
Grange Ball wan on Tuesday evening, Mrs. Abbie Pierce of Portland, and otbet panied
by
part of Maine. Two dairy testing
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Turner of Auburn
ciations have been organized and these when the Canton Dramatic Club played friends. A brother, Fred Young of Dance at tbe close.
associations will before long employ the drama, "A Fisherman's Luck." The Massachusetts, also survives.
Rev. Ε. H. Stover and wife were called are expected at M. A. Warren's.
testera and adopt up-to-date methods, ball was packed to the doors by au
Ό Old Orchard last week by the death
The play presented by the O. E. S
A Pair of Sixes.
looking toward the improvement of their eager crowd all auzious to bear. The tnd the dance and sale of ice cream and of Mrs. Stover's mother,
credit
did
and
well
•tock and milk products.
presented
play was
Charlea Hill has returned from Wood
which followed, all for the
Theater lovere who wish to see one of
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orice
at
the
scarce
II
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there,
the
saws
Mexico.
bear
to
are glad
T. P. Cole.
buzzing
A Bangor man who has returned from
Mrs. Clinton Bennett has been keep
D. E. Pride, Waterford.
I quart.
more.
Aroostook county, says tbe loaa from
J .eon A. Harding, Canton
ing bouse for ber parents, Mr. and Mrs low
Mrs. Β C Putnam and daughters Au
Buckfield.
Almoo F. Johnson. Browndeld.
prices on potatoes will reach three
D. A. Cameron, while tbey were awa;
Wlnfleld B. Fessenden, Fryeburg.
drey and Bernardine speut Sunday witl I The rain of Wednesday and Than
million dollars. The atarch factories
on a brief vacation to Colebrook.
her cousin, Mrs. Will Child.
and
raised the water ia the river to th<
I
The Ladies' Ci role met with Mrs. Nelli are paying only 25 cents a barrel
Here and There.
Miss Esther Gordon is having some day
elsewhere tbe farmers can get only 3*
it has reached since thi
I
A
Hart
highest
pitch
very
Wednesday.
pleasan
papering and painting done.
I HPr'og of 1896. No serious damage wai time. Cake and ice oream were served and 40 cents.
Gerald Tracy is at borne once more.
I do je here, though people on Depot Stree
Seventeen members present.
A woman'· meeting io Portland wa {
fa
HEALTH PROMOTES HAPPINESS
I took their poultry from the ben bouse
Mrs. C. T. Fox, Who has been on tbi
tol l the other day that in the near
Oxford.
safer
the river bank to
quarter sick list for a week or more, is gettln|
ture women would "standardize dress,'
Without health, genuine joy Is imposl;»n
Herbert Flood has sold bis place ii I
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m men have standardized it.
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and
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epeake
is with ber.
lar bawel movement you cannot have
II i· unnecessary to add that
Wood place.
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was a mere man.
Harry Pennock and family have gom health. Why neglect keeping bowel·
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a
visit
to Waterford and Otisâeld
open and risk being sick and ailing!
Frank Walker and has bought Mr. Walk I Shaw's house
by tbe ice.
relatives.
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What » relief It was to us, in spite ο I er's place.
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Littlebale
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our patriotism
Weston
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that the sinking of the Evelyn and thi lage.
I house on Water Street.
der tbe care of a physician, as the cut if
movement and feel much better. Helpi
Carib was purely accidental, even thougl
Mrs. Clara Warren has returned from I
Evan Shearman and Helen Morton re hie knee, made several months ago, de
yonr appetite and digestion. Try one
tbe accident· were due to tbe atato ο
Dorchester, Mass., where she bas been I turned to their homes in Portland Satar
veloped blood poisoning.
to-night.
war in Europe.
to visit her daughter, Mrs. Grace Dorey
I day and Mrs. Prince went to Waterville
Granville Fernald is visiting friends ii I On account of bad traveling there wai
North Waterford.
Edward K. Snowden, aged 45, of Ban·
town.
no service at tbe Baptist church Thurs
Mrs. E. J. Paige has been a great snf gor, while walking beside the railroad
Germany mast be a little disappointei I
Tbe birthdays of Washington and Lin I day evening.
ferer for several days with rheumatism track In Hermon Monday, was struck by
at tbe outcome of ber submarine cam
coin were observed by T. A. Roberts W J
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so
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Mrs. M. A. Biabee had a shook tbi a Maine Central train and so badly inpalgn against merchant vessel·
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I Mary Parrar, and will soon move to thi
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home Tuesday. Rev. C. G. Miller ol
a reception at the Whits House and alsc
ARE YOU RHEUMATIC?—TRY
Mi« Mildred Litchfield of Lewiaton
Demand and Supply.
) who has been singing here at tbe specia South Paris officiated and spoke man]
after President Lincoln's death.
SLOAN'S
81
was
Tbe
deceased
words.
cut
ο
>mfortlng
"Ton cannot cure the demand by
Mr. Kerpelian, a student at Bowdoin, services during tbe week, returned hom<
If you want quick and real relief from
years of age. Tbe flowers were man]
Uog off the supply," «ays Mr. Barthold spoke on missions at tbe Congregational I Saturday.
and beautiful. She was laid at rest ii rheumatism, do what so many thousand
of Miasouri, known as the brewer· church Sunday.
I Han.lô C. Hall of North Wayne ii Bisbeetown cemetery.
She leaves ι other people are doing—whenever an atThe Congregational Ladies' Circle met working for W. M. Rbker.
•pokeaman in Congress. "If all tbe l.q
S. L. Lebroke, wltt tack com· s od, bathe the sore muscle or
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I with Mrs.
whom she lived, and a son, J. Henrj joint with Sloan's Liniment. No need
Bast Waterford.
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to rub It In—just apply the liniment to
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sea,
Clayton
;
the surface. It is wonderfully penetratwould be guiltless. Even if American
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AogasU
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The Waasokeag Woolen Company ol ing. It goes right to the seat of trouble
North Pari*.
citizena were such slave· to drink a· Mr
Mrs. C. H. Pride's mother, Mrs. Ms
tbe manfaotare ol and draws tbe pain almost immediate, Dexter has completed
Bartboldt would have us believe, we aa ι
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48,000 yards of oloth for Knglish armj ly. Get a bottle of eioan'· Liniment
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at
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bouse,
I
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The plant baa been worklnj for 83o. of any druggist and have it in
for tbe legalized liquor traffic with all iti and much credit is due the tesoher, Miss
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for aeveral weeks on these the bouse—against oolds, sore and swolhav<
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for
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len joints, lumbago, sciatica and like ailgoods.
the demand making the aupply than, ai A box supper followed. The matter ol I health.
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bow, the aupply making tbe
Born, Feb. 22d, to the wife of Eugeni
a new school house waa taken up by
At a Dead 8tream Pond aportlng cam; fled, but it does give almost instant reMr. Barthoidt is tbe man who defends
Superintendent Burr Jones and Dr. I E. Ne vers, a daughter.
in Somerset Connty. Tuesday, Perlej i lief.
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United
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mill
in
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Fred Kilgore'a asw
Wheeler and others, and will be taken
a
Hawes, about 36 years of age, shot and
SUtes Congress) as a place "where
I burned Tuesday night.
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Mr. Graves has be«o
of age, and then shot himself fatally. been held obarged with tbe murder of
his wife and daughters." We wonder time with friends from Massachusetts corn are being hauled from the «tattoo
ber husband on tbe 7th of Febrnarj.
Jealously i· alleged as the ean··.
how many gentlemen of hi· constituency enjoying fine fishing through the loe.
st Norway.
with him 1

and troublesome journey. The ordered
goods have arrived in excellent condiThe messenger has brought us
tion.
The
snow and hall in good order.

■torm came one day later. I am sorry
that the thunder burst up, and the
lightning we bad to patch up also.
The ocean and rivera I wish yon to
send as early as possible, and do not
to send us new clouds and α

know

important

But the
want is a bay, as ours bas
Then we want a few
been burned.
Roll them all up and
forest
of
yards
sun.

new

thing

Polly—Molly

seem*

to

realize

To Show

was

—

rbarni."

fully the seriousness of «ettlug married
Dolly- Yes. the poor jilrl Is Just
There are
about worried to death
sixteen girls who want to De her
bridesmaids, mid she can't decide which
eight she can hest iifTo»-d to make eue

only living
perience

alumnus of the school of ex
Seattle l'est-Intelligencer

As He Saw It.
Haven't you
Wife— 1 Mease hurry up
jver buttoned a dress behind before?
Hubby—No; you never bad a dress

ailes of.—Pnck

Boote end Spur·.

During the reign of Charles 1. almost

you that

CUSTOM CLOTHES

China's Joan of Arc.
China had her Joan of Arc. Tradl
lion tells of a maiden. Mou I.en, who
in the garb or u man, led the armies
of the empire to victory

Be Is great who Is what he la from
nature and who never reminds na of

others.—Emerson.

Be

Cannot

Outclassed

This is What Our Customers
"We have had

our

suits made

money for them but never had
with the Price make."

City

into
last

a

tailors

Every

season we are

There's

no

We

as

good,

paid

as

more

give u>

you

can do it without a try-or.
three try-ons and then often-

Price suits fit the first time.
our list of customers who

come

another PrV? -uit.

T..e

owned and the best fit I ever
sell the second Ed. V. Price suit.

ever

to

argument

sell themselves

r.
they have done. Try one th.
show you Ed. V. Price & Co. suits that have !>eeii
Lir.i _;<>
than two years that hold thtir shape and fit.
on

what

can

worn more

without

to

increasing

I had is the best suit I

one

had."

one

About Them.

tailors and

by city

store and say "I want to order

our

They

generally require

get poor fits."

we

Say

better fit, if

"We don't understand how you

a

breik, colors absolutely fast.

Spring Samples
Look Over the New Styles

See the 500 New

that buttoned before behind.—Life.

in England wore boots and
a
spurs, whether be ever mounted
bone or not

everybody

Go.

If

Ed. V. Price

times

All Through.
"Your friend appears to think that
life has uottiinc more to teach him."
"Yes; lie seems to Imagine Ue is the

very

nothing pleases us more than to
have the opportunity of showing
and

Exchange

by suggestion?"
Ills
"Yes. i»urel> to suggestion
wife suggested that since be could not
sleep lie might as well sit up ami
It worked like a
amuse the baby.

send Immediately."
a
This letter was not written by
of
practical Joker, but by the manager
which
α traveling theatric.·!I company
had lost some of Its scenery.
Dilemma.

This, he said,

Cured by Suggestion.
"And you saj that Jorklns was cured
of an extremely rind rase of Insomnia

we

Her

all fours.

Racket or Raquatta.
When you use the racket in playing
tennis you do not stop to think what
It means and how difficult it has been
Some thought that
to trace the word
It whs so called because of the noise
made by the ball striking It, but this
The real origin Is from
is Impossible
the French raquette, tbe palm of the
hand, which was originally used In
the game before the racket was In
It's all very simple when yon
venfed

What the Latter Meant
"We arrived here safe after a long

most

on

not so difficult, ns most wore bowler
hats. Willing hands assisted, and when
he reached the Inside of tbe door be
was gently lowered to tbe ground."

on our

forget

Facts and Evidence

dlnary

purred
pulled

|

We Have the

for him In St faneras:
"When my father arrived the crowd
outside the building was so dense that
it seemed physically Imitosslble for him
to get in. An inspector, realizing this,
suggested that be sboud go over and

speaking

strangulation

Grapefruit

Cold Tongue
Cold Ham
Co d Boaat Turkey
Mashed Turnip
Maahed Potato
Cranberry Jelly
Lettuce
Olive·
Celery
Lobster and Fruit Saluda
Hot Bolls
Assorted Cake
Harlequin Ice Cream
Coffee
Rannas
Apples
Oranges
Salted Nnta
Mints
Frank Kimball, President of the Board
of Trade, prealded at the apeaking following the banquet. Dr. Bial P. Bradbury as the principal apeaker gave a very
interesting account of his work while lu
Germany and told of the conditions an
he saw them. Others wbo spoke were
H. D. Smith, caahier of Norway National
Bank, wbo spoke of the growth of tbe
town in a business way since be becainc
connected with tbe bank forty years ago;
Mr. Carroll spoke in behalf of tbe industrial interests of the town; Qeorge A.
Yeaton, Oxford County agent of the
Univeraity of Maine Extension Service,
spoke on apple raising and tbe improvement being shown in this vicinity in this
line of farming; Rev. R. J. Bruce gave
some of bis views on present day religion; Hon. A. S. Kimball spoke of the
things accomplished by the Board of
Trade; and Hon. A. J. Stearns of things
that tbe board might look into that
would be of benefit to the community!
Rev. H. L. Nichols spoke on one's love
for his home town and the duties that
il called for. Herman L. Home of the
aohnol board spoke on sohool matters
and oalled attention to some of tbe needs
in this department.
Altogether it was a very enjoyable occasion and all felt well repaid for venturforth in the storm in order to be

BLUE STORES

Over Their Heads.
"Social tad
Lad; Southwark. lu bar
"
Political Reminiscences, relates this
experience of lier father, the late 81r
Thomas Chambers, during an election
meeting In 1880, when Gladstone was

Polish Veraua English.
Norway Board of Trad· Buqnot.
We have our difficulties In the proThe annual Board of Trade banquet
I was
took place at Orange Hall Thnrraaj nunciation of Polish names, and
as to
friend
bad
a
Polish
the
traveling
and
deeplte
evening,
foolishly chaffing

Perhaps
ence.

We

you don't want the suit now. That makes no
taking orders now for May and June delivery.

are

Ur-

der your suit now, lake it when you want it.

F. H. Noyes Co.
(2 Stores)

South Paris

Norway

Λ/Μΐη

sented

all your bills by CHECK. It's the SUREST way. Each voucher
is your RECEIPT, acknowledged in court. Especially pay your
HOUSEHOLD BILLS by chcck. Your wife can manage the home

PAY

It saves the ANNOYANCE of MAKING
the DANGER of keeping money about the house;
the household money
provides an ACCURATE ACCOUNT of just how
CHECK up by
CHECK.
of
<s spent. Keep CHECK
your money by
CHECK. Your oheck checkmates dishonesty.

more

ECONOMICALLY.

CHANGE ;

removes

We pay 2 per cent interest on cheek account of $600 and over,
hundreds. Interest credited to your account last of every month.

WE
CAN SEND
IT TO YOU FÏÏ

on even

Savings Department Connected with

PARCEL POST

BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

NEW MERCHANDISE
NEW SUITS, COATS, SKIRTS, WAISTS,
WOOL DRESS GOODS, WASH MATERIALS.

j

LACES, HAMBURG, EMBROIDERIES ETC.
ARE NOW HERE AND MORE TO COME.

Our One Dollar Shirts!
effect

the
and

We Have

wear
more

and finish of the higher
widely advertised articles.

all the

priced

furnishings

to

sic

you

steadily increasing

this line of shoe.

with Ground Gripper.
imitations, there is only

Ground Gripper, take

Beware

one

no

of

genuine

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE

I

materials of recent arrival there

goods

are

that should interest the home

or

whether

an

purchase

immediate

is in-

not.

living

distance and unable

at a

delivery by parcel
given to all orders.

attention

visit the

to

p jst of

great

ser-

Write for

Z. L. MERCHANT &.C0.

38-8

MAINE

NORWAY,

CASTORIA

For Infants and Children.

®ears the

Tlu Kind You Hav· Always Bought

<*

Horse Blankets and

Pur and Wool Robes

ARE MARKED DOWN at The Tucker Harness Store
You should take advantage of this sale and

other.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.
Telephone

prices.

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

South Paris.

We have them
for men and women. If you want
comfort and perfect satisfaction you
had better come here and be fitted
on

goods

new

vice. Prompt
samples.

want in men's

GROUND fiRIPPER SHOES
are

com-

at our store.

Square,

Our sales

new

store will find our free

CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

31 Market

the

Persons

fashion-

EASTMAN & ANDREWS

Jhureday
.^paulding's

varied and

SHOP BV MAIL

approved and

anything

are

at moderate

dressmakers and any others who are planning their spring
and summer sewing. Visit the different departments and

We

able shades and stripes. We have them in
all sizes which is another good feature not
often found in a collection of dollar shirts.

You will find

the

varied kinds of white

tended

Many Styles

the assortments

wide range for selection

Among

Our dollar shirts have

all shirts.

Representing

J

agree

on

a

heading

WHITE WASHABLE DRESS FABRICS

cents to one dollar more.

j

j

prise

guarantee them to make as many trip·»
the laundry as any shirt costing from fifty

j

I
I

Under this

The life of your shirts will be the s >me
no matter how much you pay for them.
Modern L:.undry methods have the same

I

II

COLORED WASHABLE DRESS FABRICS

save

money

on a

blanket

or

James N. Favor,
91

MAIN

STREET,

CASTORIA

.'".Γ""

NORWAY, MAINE.

for Infants ind Chidrw.

III KW Yh Hill Ajfip Biitft

robe.

<*

The Oxford Democrat
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If Mother· Only Knew.
which were all the district· named In
I Mother Gray'· Sweet Powder· for Children
the artlole In the warrant.
relieve Fevertahne··, Hea<1ache, bad Stomach,
The article relative to the porch··· of Teething Disorders, move and regulate the
:
land at the high school lot was then bowel· and destroy worm·. They break op
». H. S 48; PORTLAND H. s. 27.
oolda In 24 hourt. Used by mother· for 26 year·.
Both the factories were "hut down to r
No school In the Tillage Thursday *- One-Room or Two-Room Puts It Out taken from the table. .J·
▲II druggist·, 29c
$, uth Paris. Maine. March 2, 191 ; town
Sample FREE. Address,
The basket ball game at the Opera
6-9
the
Bum of 1300 bad beenι paid for Allen 8. 01 m stead, LeRoy, Ν. Y.
that
meeting day.
House Friday evening van somewhat ol cause of the rmlo and bad traTellng. The
which had
the
land
the
of
the
association,
Running.
by
Mr·. EmmaTremaine of Harrlaon I ι a surprise to Norway's moat ardent aup- weather alio hit many of the socla
borrowed the money, and had been payspending the week at Geo. R. Morton'» portera. While the; knew that they bad event· which took place during' theι first
Hidden Dangers
ing the Intereet. He moved the
and middle part of the week
a team of which they might well feel
The Baptist Wuman'a Missionary So
OLD OFFICERS BE ELECTED IN PABI8. of 1300 for the purchase of the land, to
corner
now
and that the boys were prepared but none of them were postponed beproud
will
meet
the
with
added
to
school
be
Mrs. W. E. Mors'
cieiy
high
LARGE APPROPRIATIONS.
Nature Gives Timely Warnings That
to play the game of their lives, it is safe
without
was
motion
csrriod
The
at
3
o'clock.
office
opposisouth Paris ρυβτ
Thursday
now
a
to say that not a person could have been
masquerade ball at the Opera
we are
Ho South Paris Citixen can Afford
7 JO ▲. H. to 7 30 p. ■.
Oflce Hours
Mrs. Amy Russell and son Stephen ο F found before the game that would have House Tuesday evening wai much enarticle relative to the North Parle
to
Ignore.
East Sumner have been guests at Alber t made the prediction that Norway would joyed by the good sized number that
After a comparatively abort session,
new
school bonee wae then taken
OXA>L> rSL'MK BJLiLW.XT.
D. Park s during the past week.
win over Portland High by more than was In attendance, a large Perce®t °f the Parle town meeting adjourned at
Parle
North
and
the
board
icbool
table,
lylJ,
Λ»,
Beginning dept.
1 come· from I
NO.
and
mwkecL
SIGNAL
in
costume
whom
were
DANGER
session
Tho
afternoon.
was
the
It
that
2:40
Monday
expected
Geo. B. Crockett is on a trip In Massa twenty points.
citizen*, who had been In consultât!ion, the
Τ aAIMS LKAVK SOUTH mil
would be very close and there were There was a great variety of β·*®*™ β would bave been even ahorter but for
kidney secretions. They will warn comes
chusetts and other states in the interes ! game
having returned to the hall. Dr. Wheel· you when tbe kidneys are weak. Well
5 36 a. m.. exprees, dally
< '.own Kast)
few who thought there would be more worn, many of which were ver J
the North Paria school bouse matter,
ι
er of the ecbool committee stated that
are
>χ·αΙ, 'tally except Sunday ; 5 t)T p. m ; of the Paris Manufacturing Co.
new
than five points difference in the score of ive, and some so deceiving that there which oaused mooh discussion and was an
kidneys secrete a clear amber fluid.
agreement on all the details couid Weak
tχ rcss, 'tally.
send oat atbin, pale and
was one man at least who did "Otknow in such a mixed condition that at last no
The Delta Alphas will hold a sofa the two teams at the end.
kidneys
Wem 9:43 a.m., express, dally
ju
of
a
the
need
but
not be reached as yet,
decorated action was taken on It.
Axil, dally except Sunday ; 8Λ7 p.m, 1 pillow and bag sale at the store of Mrs
The work of the Norway team in the hie own wife. The
foamy, or a tbiok red illsmelling urine,
new school house was apparent, and
en rc*s. lally.
L. C. Smiley, March 15, afternoon anc first half waa truly remarkable, and and advertisements of different Norway
▲t the forenoon session tbe old officers ho moved that we raise the sum of *3000 fall of sediment and irregular of passage.
DANGER SIGNAL NO. 2 cornea from |
CHCBCHM.
there baa not been a game since basket and South Paris merchants appeared " were re-eleoted, with onlj one oontest, for
evening.
the ereotlon of a new school house.
tbe baek. Baok pains doll and heavy,
η «relational Church, 8βν. A. I. Mc
y
ball has been played in thia town in a part of the decorations. Hsrlequin and that a oloae one.
aca
whether
took
There
was
teachers
the
Fifteen
examination
a.
any
m.
question
r, 1'astor. Preaching service, 10:45
or sharp and acute, suggest weak kidwhich a team has shown such speed, icrt cream was «erved at
The attendance waa not large.
T. P. 3. C. Κ. β Λ > for state teacher's certificates of elementtion could be taken unless the plan*
i*>l 11 ϋ*
and warn you of tbe danger of
such team play and such accurate pass- The music was furnished by Shaw s or·
There are only a few apecial appropri- were
Kvenlng service 7 -00 r. m.; Churcl
and there was some discus- neys
at the high school building
grade
present,
ary
seven
South Paris, there being
.dim Wednesday evening at 7:30 p. m
bnt tbe regular appropriations
gravel and Bright'· disease. In
as was witnessed in this first twenty
dropsy,
ations,
ing
...
Tboo Iber.
oo tbi. point.
! Saturday.
; iherwl^e connected, are cordially In
\
that case Doan's Kidney Pilla have been
minutes of play.
are larger than ever before.
The home team actu- P
as
to
discussion
s<>me more
endorsed by thousands. Here is a stateThe Swastika Club was very pleasantWas it a woodpile tumbling down, or ally played the visitors, one of the fast-t Cnurch. Kev. C. 1. Spear, Pastor
♦3000 was too much to put Into a sma
ment of a nearby resident:
did it actually thunder once Sunday est high school teams in the state, off ly entertained Wednesday evening b>
ay, ai. rain* prayermeetlng 10.1)0 a. m.
at ten o'clock Monday mornwhole
the
and
whether
Promptly
proposihamlet,
Sabbath Schoo
-ervti·* 10:48 a.
The ladies
"I know of no other remedy like
before the moon came out their feet. Every Norway man seemed Miss Claribelle DeCosta.
Wheeler tion was in
evening,
just
William
J.
Town
Clerk
acto
take
6U0
p.
M.
ing
Meeting
legal
I· ρ worth League
any
shape
Doan's Kidney Pills," says M. M. Kiland navy blue, coil
Made of a very pretty new material in
to know just where he should be to fit «pent tbe evening with "wing, *h'
called tbe meeting to order in New Hall,
4
-r.ecilng Wednesday evening 7 30; clae ; sobrigb?
gore, farmer, of Daofortb St., Norway,
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iy

Concrct^l^waik'V'ariVHlll

popular^nd

ljOOOO
^gj
4'mooo 'ESS

New Coats

Very Attractive Styles

...

Mre.aPArthur

New Embroideries

really

....

[every

C."""J·1

Tberproceeds

B»ke£rM^dft

«g™

j

b.-auty

Maine

Norway,

bills.oqq

New

MiePsejo*°erpbine

Feb^

Spring Furnishings
FOR MEN

SPRING CAPS

'MrînEllikKnigbtly

SPRING SHIRTS

'^The

iCThiCannual

oMJt. j
ΛΛβ RebeksÎ
jJ
,J

...

j

Bt'μμ^ΑΠοο

...

..

sub-(
her!,

Η. E3. FOSTER CO.

|

MAINE:.

NORWAY,

|

j

Corporation,

j

|

article!

MAKE YOURSELF HAPPY

discus-1

thoroughly healthy—full

Rexall Sarsaparilla Tonic

Sarsaparilla
happier—If

SANFORD

I

J

$1.00.

|

ïERTïïïJSlffTfiïïfii

I

J

Storo

j

SoutIi Paris

I

Maine

I

LIMIT YOUR SPENDING
surprising

EDWARD

—

spend
quickly

surely

capital

opportuni-

ready

NOT YOUR SAVING

op-1
j

safeguard

—WANTED—
Stenographer

appro-1

Legislative

keeper

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF NORWAY. MAINE.

superintend-1

Thayer

liB]ood°Bi*Γ.*Γ' ,roeJ.OOIDP,exlon.
blood,elearlagtbe«ktnP ~^Hn°i PUr,f£,DJ[

TIiKUYm Him Atom Bufjrt

(&&&«£**

Now is the Time to

Buy

you almost any-

can show

thing- you want in the line of footwear, our stock is very complete
and

our

prices

are

always right

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.
NORWAY, MAINE

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

Telephone 38-2

TTvERLiSTlf
JJ

'1
$1.60,-1.90,-2.25

per square

SOLD ONLY BY

ΚΠΠΡΤΧίΓ

S· P. Maxim & Son

XjL\/VF1IN\X

1

of latere·* to the ladles
Oorrespoadenoe on topic·
: Kdltor Homuuit'

FOOTWEAR
We

Im-nmiirmanTiniK: ι vu enough for thoee to whom It w··
ÎlomaroK and Russian.
addressed and was obeyed. When the
Baaatan
knew
Although Bismarck
men were gone Wharton said:
well, he declined to take any notice of
"Would that I could conscientiously
dispatches addressed to the Gorman
►
let this matter drop here! My duty {
«
foreign office In that language.
as a soldier and to my country com-1
"My predecessor," he once related,
pela me to act 1 must report your
"wrote to all the diplomatists In Gerpresence here. Captain Armltage, to
man. and they replied each In his own
If you are not here
our commander.
~
language— Russian, Spanish, Swedish
I
as a spy you have nothing to fear.
and what not I decided that all com- S
deem It best for your interest that I
munications received In languages oth►
For
2 A
report the matter privately to General
er than German. French. English an<l
Washington. Give me your parole that
Italian should be left unnoticed.

HOMEM AXEES COLUMN.

Maine

South Paris,

istoBctted. Address
Colomb. Oxford Democrat. South Perl*. Me

\

Educating Housewives in Economical Shopping.
Don't be afraid of the storekeeper,

that you get what you pay for.
Don't let him weigh the tray, twine or
paper, it'· against the law.
Don't accept a pat-op paokage unless
the weight i· plainly labeled.
Don't be mystified with figure· on the
scale, learn to read them.
Don't forget to weigh everything after you get it home.
Don't let a fancy paokage fasoinate
yon, look more to the content*.
Go to the atore yourself; and don't be
too proud to carry your bundles home.
Don't mistake cheapness for economy,
buy good goods every time.
Don't ask for a quarter's worth, state
the exact quantity.
Don't
entirely on the looks of
see

"Budberg. the Russian ambassador
hi Berlin, wrote me screed after screed
always In Russian. No answer was
returned, and at last he came to ask
the reason for my silence. There la a
great pile of documents In Russian
downstairs,' I told him. 'Tours are
probably among them.
"
'We have no one who understands
Russian, and I hare given Instructions

for all documents written In a language we do not understand to be put
depend
It was then
the shop, style doesn't always mean away In the archives.'
should write to
that
Budberg
arranged
goods.
good
Don't buy in small quantities, save us in French."—New York Sun.
for
money by buying more than enough

to-day.

Don't forget that it profits to pay cash
—bookkeepers cost money.
Don't let the butober keep the bones
and trimmings of the meat, you've paid
for them.
Don't telephone or send the children,
go to the store yourself.
Why the highoost of living?—an old,
trite, but ever-new, ever-present question.
Perhaps the food barona are at fault;
maybe we can lay a little blame on the
war—but the great trouble lies with the
housewife and the small dealer—mainly
the housewife.
Thus reasoned the Milwaukee city
market bureau. The average Milwaukee housewife is ignoraot, fooliab, carelees, neglectful and extravagant; many
storekeepers are tricky, careless and dis-

I

Most Famous BsIL
In 1858 the world famous bell MBlg
Ben," which peals out the hours In the
tower of the~ Westminster houses of
parliament In London, was turned out

England's

"Big Ben" was named
of the mold.
after Sir Benjamin Hail, commissioner

of works, who was a man of enormous
The great sounding Instrustature.
ment was formally christened "St.
Stephen." but from the first it wns
popularly called "Big Ben." The bell
was designed by El B. Denison. who
later became Lord Grimthorpe. The
first attempt to mold the bell was a
failure, and it was broken up, and the

I

I

Her
Punishment I
h
WashingStory
ton's Birthday.
—

:
;

By F.

A.

MITCHEL

►' you will remain here till you hear from
:

me."

"It is given with thanks."
While this scene was being enacted
Winifred, terror stricken for her lover,
Wharton,
was crouching beside blm.
with a bow to her, turned, and In another moment they heard him mount

ΐ

One morning daring the American
Bevoletton when the British were in
possession of New Tork city John Atmitage, a captain In one of the regiments quartered there, called at beadquarters and asked for a short leave
The officer whose duty It
of

absence^

to atteud to the matter of leaves,
passes, etc., looked ap at the applicant,

a

handsome and refined young fellow,

slope that led to General Washington's
and said:
headquarters. They were conducted
ore Inthat
venture
1
you
"Captain,
into his private office in rear of the
so
If
fair
some
lady.
tending to visit
building. The general rose to receive
the
for
a
leave,
1 cannot grant you
them, then closed the door, shutting
general has mere fear of these Yankee out all but himself and them.
rebel lassies than a whole brigade of
"I understand, sir," he said to Armlthe men."
tage, "that you have admitted that
Armitage,
"I admit, major," replied
you are a captain In the British army.
"that 1 propose to visit a Yankee girl, You are within our lines in citizen's
us
but she is not a rebel. She is with
apparel. Will you inform me, sir. why

In loyalty to the king."
"Are your Intentions serious, capta In Γ
"My purpose In making this trip is
serious Indeed. The lady is wooed by
whom
an officer of Washington's army
her father wishes her to marry. She
has written me a note urging me to
I fear that pressure is
come to her.

will examine if you
prudentsmart-will buy if you

J. P. Richardson,

South Paris,

Special DISCOUNT

"I do."
The general thought a few moments,
then said. "It Is imperative that I have
an explanation for your being her··:

otherwise I must treat you us a spy."
During this brief dialogue Winifreds
feellngB were pent up and now liursi
forth.
••General," she cried tn agony, "i am
the spy. There le another matter be
tween me and Captain Armitage than
conveying information to the British
but thla was not my real reason for
gammoning him. I bare been taking
note of the troops gathered here and

Maine.

SALE

other matters pertaining tu your army
and eent for Captaiu Armitage to come

on

and carry the information to General
Howe. But lest my letter should be
Intercepted 1 told him that my father
was trying to persuade me to marry a

DRY GOODS

rival—one of your officers. Captain
Armitage had no knowledge whatever
that 1 had any other motive for summoning him. 1 have forfeited my life.

Execute me for a spy. No trial is need
ed; here Is the evidence."
She banded General Washbigton the
notes she bad made and which she bad
Intended to send by Captain Armitage
to General Howe. Ile scanned tbew.
then looked up at the couple in mute
surprise. After deliberation be said:
"Captain Armitage. you cannot be

BEGINNING MONDAY, FEB. 22
Bargains

convicted on this the only evidence I
Had you been
have in your case.
canght with this information on you
But
nothing could have saved you.
this lady has been convicted by her
own confession and must suffer the

yard

penalty."

"If Miss Dudley were a man." pursued the general, "it would be my duty
to order a court martial, which would
undoubtedly convict her. Since she Is
a woman 1 shall place her beyond our
lines, where she can do no harm."
"But
general." cried Armitage.
"what can she. a woman, do without
your lines?"
"She can go with you."
"Her reputation"—
"Need not suffer."

W. DAYTON BOLSTER CO.

"How so?"

"Orderly!" cried the general, opening
the doer. A soldier uppeared. and the
general directed him to go for a chapWhen that person appeared he
lain.
was directed to marry the couple. After the ceremony the geueral called for

Green Mountain Silos!

as officer of his stiff, to whom be said:
"Put these two beyond our lines and
Me that tb'ey do not get backehere."

EVERY FARMER SHOULD HAVE ONE

Th· Beautiful Cypres·.

equal pound?
Bight egga equal a pound?
Rubbing ahoea and boota well

A.

W. WALKER &

SON,

rheumatism. They get results. Contain
harmful drugs. A. E. Sbnrtleff Co.,
South Paria. A. L. Clark Drug Co.,
no

with

STANDARD

William Tell
Flour

«2!πϊ£dK°e,wJllrap*rtlM

asstf

l^h!n ^Uw

Siaa ζ |

V

A Difficult Wife.
An Englishman thus described the
wife of his bosom in his will:
"Heaven seems to have sent her into
the world solely to drive me out of it
The strength of Samson, the «enlus of
Homer, the prudence of Augustine, the
skill of Pyrrhus, the patience of Job,
the philosophy of Socrates, the subtlety
of Hannibal, the vigilance of Ilermogenes, would not suffice to subdue the
of her character."

Built Over Caverns.
The ground under the city of San
Salvador Ls full of caverns of unknown depths. A mau was once digging a well there. At the last stroke
he gave with his pick the bottom fell

ι

She makes me get up and get
own breakfast"—8t Louis Poet-

The Harvest Is Sure.
"Ifs a true saying that 'What a man
"
sows that shall he also reap.'
scratch
chickens
op
"Alas, yes! No
the seeds we sow In our spiritual gar

dena."—Boston Transcript.

Husband

Easy Solution.

iflrmly)-Understand

me,

madam, your extravagance will have
Wife>o cease sooner or later. Young
Well, then, we'll make it later.—Boston
Transcript.
Bellows.
It is provi>d by ancient carvings un·
earthe<l in Es.vpt that the bellows
were In use for forging flres in the flf
teeuth century B. 0.

the name of l»><»k and name of person
Write it
to whom the book is loaned.
down.

Maine.

Red Cedar and Spruce Clapboards, New Brunswick Cedar
Shingles, North Carolina Pine,
Flooring and Sheathing,
Paroid Booting, Wall Board,
Apple Barrel Heads, and

The Best! leucine Made

FOLEY
KIDNEY
PILLS

LUMBEII OF ALL KINDS

South

Paris,

!(

ij

.1,
rlt-

:e-

late

Pain·

W.

John

of

l»r.·

t

ceased ; petition for determination «I
Inheritance tax presented by Chark- Γ,
of the admlntctrators of the
ceased.
one

ι..-ral
:

esta·

\

Sarah J. Serlbner late of ParK
petition for an allowance out of per»·of said deceased presented by titorgo v-

!,

w

rlLr

ner, widower.

Nemlah E. Sawyer late of i
ceased; petition for license u. sell
iw
real estate presented by Kva M
mlotitrairix.
n«nry tilrardln late of Ifebron,
will and

petition

probate

for

c.

&i.

r,

I;

ι·%μ

there >r

nud
ι.

by Exi"«Glrmrdtn, the executrix therein
Thoma· O. Jordan late of Al· e r,
ceased; dnal account presented for a :
Austin Hutchinson, trustee.

«.

London Assurance Corporation
LONDON, ENGLAND
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1614

I

Real Estate

Mortgage Loans
Collateral loam

Stocks and Bond·
Cash In Office and Bank
Agents' Balances
Bills Receivable
Interest and Rents
All other Assets

■*

o,-'

,f

6U

'.J
<
■*
'5

Μ

31, l!d4
I

*

7*»

i

1

"

t '!.· ··■»
Surplu·
W. J. WHEELER A CO.. Agents,
South Pari·, Maine.

Queen Insurance Company of America
STREET, Ν. V CITY

84 WILLIAM

31, 1914
I

ASSETS DEC.
Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans
stocks and Bond·
Cash In Office and Bank
Agents' Balances
Bills Receivable
Interest and Rente
All other Asset*

Ml

,63.'

Ml
V

·"

«

*'

>J
<·

*'

Ur~ss Assets
Deduct Items not admitted
Admitted Assets

♦

τ

LIABILITIES DEC. 31.

I.·.·

Vet Unpaid I.osfes
Unearned Premiums
Allother Liabilities

i

1

«•"Mil

1
4.

CMh Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities

Oi
13

'·

un»
4

t 10,:
Surplus
J, WHEELER A CO., Agei .·,
South Paris, Maine.

Total Liabilities and
W.

Royal IndemnityCompany
OK

SEW YOZK

ASSETS, 31 DEC., lull
Stock» and Bonds, Market
Cash In office and Bank
Agert·*' lla'ances
Bills Uccelvable
Intere-t and Rents
Allother Assets

Value—$3,1'·

3
741.

1

<

«

4

....i*,'·'

Gros· Assets
Deduct Items not admitted

<>

I «»

I·

'·■

H

.#4,£>

Admitted Assets

LIABILITIES, SI DEC., 1914
t
Set Unpaid Losse·

4'·'

1.*··Ι.-<.
'·>■-'
!

'·

London.

THE ASSETS Ο IT THE COMî'ASY IS TIIE
U.S. ARE AS FOLLOWS :

Cash on hand and In the hands of
I 314,457 >
Agents or other persons
Real Estate unincumbered
bear
Bonds owned by the Company,
Ing Interest at the rate of—per
cent.,secured as follows
Market value 41S,5.«n.
State Bond·
"
Municipal Bond·
Railroad Bonds
υ
10-.."·
Mlscellaneou* Bonds
..
..
Stock·
Loan· on Bonds and Mortgagts of
Ueal Estate, worth double the
amount for which the same Is
mortgaged, an 1 free troni any
prior Incumbrance,
"»
Debt· otherwise secure I
'*
Debts'or premiums
4
All other securities

14. ··::·'·3

Total Assets

LIABILITIES:
Amount due to Banks or other cred-

i
itors
Amount owing, and not due, to Hank*
and other creditor·
Losses adjusted and due
Loeses adjusted and not due
Losses Unadjusted
Losses In sus|iense, waiting for furtn
er

proof

111 other claims against the company
imount necessary to reinsure out
•landing risk·

greatest amount In any one]

I
risk
rhe greatest amount allowed by the I
rules of the Company to be In I
sored In any one city, town or

4

'·

1

:
·>·.·

i.U',1*>r>

DR. AUSTIN TENNEY

South I'arli.

I

experience nece»-_
Liberal
commission
paid. Yoor

tmrr.

next mail.

Norway, Maine. 1

4Â

ft

k«^J

....

YEARS'

Trade Marks
Des less
Copyrights Ac·

ϊ'ΛΜϊΚΒμΙμ1»;"
forsecurtngpste»'
..•utfree. Oldest «gency
Patents taken through Mutin A Co· reew

rptcial not tes, without charge, In tb·

Morts

determine

roar Income
'—the larger your
Mies the Infer rour
Yoo bave no
salarr.
Aw·· ~ risk, do money Inretted
In stock. Be roar own boas.
Big chance. Send tor pamphlet.
TN(C*i«rAti«atK> Pacific Tu Co.
Deft. P. Box >90, New Yobk Crrr

ll"B·

EXPEBIENCL

Will be at bis rooms over C. F.
Kidloo'e grocery, Norway, Friday, Feb.
26tb, and the last Friday of each follow·
ing month. Hoars 10:30 A. u. to 9 p. m.

I

rhat will fit.
That are perfectly
lafe. If Γη need send fifteen cents

60

with tore kIIIdi ability.
to tet m agents lo Mil Cofce, Te»,
Baklnf Powder, Spices tod
Eitractjaand special price
Groceries, la null cltle»
■ad lown· Ihroof boot
the United States. Mo.

1

«u>·
I*he greatest amonnt allowed to be I |"in
Insured In any one block
W. J. WHEELER A CO.. Agents.
South Paris, Maine-

OCULIST

«

HepiBlent
n·'"

I andiiredi-

village

Norway, Maine·

CO.,

_

Total Lubilities

|

uf

final
\

r,

ι:

ceased.

rhe

Bladder.

CHIMNEY FLUE STOPPERS

-Beaton Transcript.

Maine.

Backache,
Rheumatism.
Kidneys and

HTM. C. LEAVITT

Evans, guardian
Char lea Π. TlbbetU late of K;
ceased, fifth account presented for a
the Portland Trust Company, truste·
Mia· G. Paine late of llrownUe:
petition for determination of ο ai
ance tax presented by Charles f
of the administrators of the est-te

sVjb
l.J£|-lr-

fcrKdneyand BladdcrTroubjes**

by

Harold L. nilllcr of I'ariit, i„!
account presented for allowance b,

PHŒNIX ASSURANCE CO.

MANUFACTURER OP AND DEALER IN

one

Ham·
:-l· ute
Uy

·:

.|4,i'·
Total Llabllltle· ami Surplu·
*
of
Includes Voluntary Contingent re:·· η
I33D.OOO.OI).
FIELD A COW LES, Managers, Bo«un, M vs.
W. J. WHEELEK A CO., Agents,
M ι!ο«.

L. S. BILLINGS

Get

William Harrison Caldtrrll

foril, deceased; petition for order ii
balance remaining In his hati'ls |t
William Henry CaMwell, executor.

South Par!-.

South Paris,

with size.

t'reof

tfi· rein

Unearned • 'remlums
All other Liabilities
Lash Capital
Surplus over all Llabllltle·

grades.

\.e.&hubtliskk4uu.,
K. L. CLARK DRUG CO.,

I, ,«t.

:·

Total Llabllltle· and

get the best grades. I carry

.,.,.,

Clarence E. Foster late of Ι(·ι

I ; will ami petition for pro
presented by Leila Eoster, the exec
named.

cease

.0

W. 0. Frothingham,

c0r

Elmer E. I.lbby late of Porter, :· ·«««<]·
will ami petition for probate there
by Susie E. Llbby, the executrix thi n 'n Dame·!.

LIABILITIES DEC.
Net Unpaid Losse·
Unearned Premium·
Allother Liabilities
Cash Capital
Surplue over all Liabilities

styles for men, boys, youths,
women, misses and children.
Prices about the same as in-

I

«m
Ί br
nued.

ί·

"I rise before mine."

GOODYEAR GLOVE RUBBERS

ferior

Orln Steven· Hie of Oxiord, d...
anil petition for probate thereof j
Mary K. Stevens, the executrix tlicMn

$ I,

BUY

all

see cause.

Orris L. >fa«on hte of Port r,
el;p«.
tltlon for f e appointaient of Jaoib 1. Μ.»-..r, or
some other suitable person a·· admlv vrator of
of
said
the estate
,·.
deceased, prête h
Miry
U. Mason, widow.

Admitted Assets

1

and

tbey

m
1

Loaned Books.
When loaning a· book always keep

so

OKDKKLl)
That notice thereof be given to «Il [wr*onn Ina copy of this or :
t
i*
published three weeks successively· lu .· oi.
ford Democrat, a newspaper pul> id·,.· : α -nth
Parte, In said County, that tin y
Probate Court to be held at «Id l'urî-, r, tte
thirl Tuesday of March, Α. Ιλ I'M
u
Uli
clock In the forenoon, an 1 l»c heard "i UD if

terested, by cautdng

14.1

Dispatch.

from the loom.

PROBATE NOTICKM.
all person· Interested In cither of the «ut*.
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, bel<l at Parle, in toi
for the County of Oxforl, on the thirl TimvUt
of February, In the year of our Loril one ihou
aan<l nine hundred and fifteen. Tlic foilowtn*
matter having t>een presented for th<- tctl.,o
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, U !■ Lf>r*Wt
To

Cross Asset·
Deduct Item· not admitted

my

conies

JAMES S. WRIGHT.

istf

His Handicap.
"The real man rises above his handi-

"Yes.

from the
span"
"spikes" and "spanners"—the hooks
and stretchers for stretching cloth new

Legal Ameniti··.
Judge—No two of the witnesses tell
the same story.
Lawyer—I arranged
It. that way, your honor. I didn't want
the trial to be too monotonous for you.

Jams.

ii

walk of four and a bnlf hours
A good
walker, startiug from Stelnbuch. bi
Bavaria, will arrive in half an hour ai
Llcbteutanne, which Is situated In
Snxe-Melnlngen. Thence the road pro
cçeds In one and a half hours to

j

Stick a Screw In 8oap.
carpenter who has to Insert β
screw in hard wood pushes the screw
flrst straight Into a lump of soap.
A

"Before?"

Spick and Span.

least

FOR SALE !

<

cap,"

"they say."

German State·.
While It la well known that some or
the German jtatea are of lllilputlun
size, few persons are aware that it is
quite possible to visit seven of them.
Including two kingdoms, two duchies
and three principalities In an easy

-Avswifflrii,

)

Literally.

At

ûiBbaie

haul did I make? Just one little bot17
11
tle. which read on tbe labe1: 'Pepsin.—
1
rt.
For that full feeling after eating·"*— ADDISON K. HERIUCK,Judge of sai l
A true copy—Attest:
Wisconsin State Journal.
ALBERT D. PARK. Renter.
8-10

screw

"There are many methods of punishing naughty children."
"Yes, but spunking takes the palm."
-London Punch.

where.

"I never robbed a man bat once,"
eaid the honest tramp, "and then I
lie would not give me
was starving.
a penny, and I couldn't stand tbe
gnawings in my stomach any longer.
So I knocked him down and went
through liLs pockets. What kind of a

This makes it easy to screw into the
wood. Soap is much better than oil,
as the latter is so quickly absorbed by
the wood that this swells and the

friend."—Loudon Tit-Bits.

kuows

upholstered club

Disappointment.

Too Generous.
"Do you like Miss Prattle?"
"Yes, she's so generous. Never keeps
anything to herself and is always
ready to jiive away even her best

Ttny

Bauscbengeeees ilteuss. elder brunchi.
after which In a few minutes Gleinia.
In 8ct)warzburg-Uudolsiadt. is reached
Half an hour's walk brings the pedes
trian to Altengeseees ilteuss. vounser
An hour farther mi lies
branch).
Drognlts. ou Prussian soil, and the lust
stage Is another hour's stroll, finishing
up at SaaltbaL, Saie- Aitenburg.- Wash
lngtou Star.

site ki a comfortably
chair.

Detroit Free Press.

bunch."—Youngstown Telegram.

People Like Pie

er, a dispatch case with sharpened pendis of different colors, so that the dispositions of the enemy's troops can be
more adequately marked, a map board
and maps. Moreover, the exhaust pipe
of the engine passes under the floor
boards, so that the pilot, who must constantly keep his feet at an angle on the
warmed
pedals, may have them
throughout the flight. The flier, too,

No Time to Waste.
"Pa, if Mrs. Brown should come over
and tell you that I had given her little
boy a black eye, what would you say?"
"I really don't know, young man."
,rWell, you'd better make up your
mind quick; she's ut the door now."—

doves."
"Yes, yes, but what's the idea?"
"Ifs just this." the fat plumber ex
claimed. "A woman objecta to beln;:
called a ben. and u ben la the most
useful bird of the whole blooming

DYSPEPSIA and all
STOMACH TROUBLES.

taining. among other things, a vacuum tlask, chocolate cubes wrapped
against the damp, in tin foil, a small
bottle of brandy in case the aviator
should become faint, a petrol sponge
for wiping the goggles, a revolver boid-

warm; then dry them with a rough
towel and put on a fresh pair of stockings.—Family Doctor.

nobody

English journal. It has the strength,
perfection, the reliability, the safe-

And it has
ty of a sujKjrb motorcar.
the luxury. On the dashboard before
the pilot, in addition to his control
gears, there Is a nest of drawers con-

lands.
Tired feet and tired nerves will find
solace in a warm foot bath with a
handful of salt in it. Move the feet
about or keep them still, as beet pleases
you, as long as the water is pleasantly

Fowl Name·.
The fat plumber was in a phllosopb
leal mood.
"There Is simply no understanding
woman." be observed.
"Wbaddye mean, understand?" the
thin carpenter asked, just t· start the
conversation
"Well, for Instance, α woman doesn't
object to being called α duck."
"Να"
"And she even smiles if some one
"
happens to refer to her as a chicken
"Too true."
"And most of them will stand for
being called squabs. broilers or turtle

basks
Seven
^
JRemedyfbr

tbe

em

Once established, they are able to forage for themselves. Cypress leaves
have been found unchanged In blocks
of coal deep down in the earth.—Breeder's Uaxette.

W. J. WHEELEK & CO.,

an

Shoes and Nerve·.
Travelers say that the reason why
nervous people don't exist In China is
because it is the custom to wear soft
There is no doubt that
shoes there.
hard soled, creaking footgear Is responsible for such nervous wear and
tear as well as physical fatigue in west-

trees
Cypress
transplant
easily,
thongb tbey should be mulched the
first year and looked after occasionally.

SEWING
MACHINES.

Luxurious Military Aeroplane··
The German arrow type of flying machine can compare with nothing so
much as an automobile de luxe, says

repair.—London Globe.

best of durable lumber.
It Is a tree of rupid growth. It is
hardy unywhere in the corn belt, and
southward it has no insect enemies or
diseases. A man could plant a cypress
tree in his lawn, enjoy its wonderful
presence during his life, and his son
might cut it and with the proceeds
send the grandson to college for a year
What other tree will afford shade, add
beauty and make line lumber at the
same time?

Mid, "that my answer to tbe great
honor you bave done me must be tbe
same as It bas been.
My father is an
ardent patriot and wished me to wed
Bnt
with one of patriot sympathies.
we are a divided family.
My sympathies are all with tbe king. That you
may consider my answer final 1 will
reveal to you that 1 bave given my

ed the "cut off."—Loudon Standard.

half in two days.
In the ordinary way this water is
drawn from the Rhine. In a case οΓ
great emergency, however, the sluices
will also let free the waters of the
Znyder Zee. These waters, however,
would only be let loose in the last
extremity because, being salt, they
would do an immense amount of damage to the land over which they flowed
—damage which would take years to

with
long,
majestic, towering,
straight, thick truuk. which makes the

oil keepa them from oraoklng,
making them at all timea soft and pli- Norway.
able? Very good for patent leather in
▲ woman might forgive a man for his
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
winter.
wild and foolish ways. It's his wild and
You ahould alwaya keep olive oil in foolish excuses for them that Insult her
refrigerator tightly corked, never put intelligence and get on her nerves.
more than two daya' supply on your
table at one time?
NOT FEELING "JUST RIGHT."
a British officer."
Hot vinegar is fine for toothache? Dip
When you get tired early in the day, heart to
a little absorbeut cotton in hot vinegar have an over-full
Captain Wharton at this announceare bilious,
feeling,
and apply it to the gum at the root of have bad breath or suffer from
Indiges- ment stood with bowed head and in
the aching tootb.
tion or constipation you will find Foley ftilence. That silence was broken by r
Alwaya cutting hot bread or cake Calhartlo Tablets quick and comfortable loud rap at the door. Wluifred startwith a hot knife will prevent orumbling In action.
They are wholesome and ed and turned pale. Then, going to
and help general appearance· when health
giving. Mr. L. L. Levy, Green tbe door, she threw It open. A citizen
served?
Bay, Wis., says: "They do not gripe and attended by several soldiers entered.
Hot milk is very good to remove fruit their effect is
quiok and sure. The finest
•tains from linun?
Send for Catalogue.
"This man." said one of the soldiers,
cathartic I ever used." A. E. Sbnrtleff
Kerosene is a dandy hand whitener,
Co., South Paris. A. L. Clark Drug pointing to tbe citizen, "saw a man
and tbat the tinieat bit mixed with pewbo does not belong to this place stop
Co., Norway.
troleum jelly and rubbed gently into
at a tavern at nightfall and steal bethe scalp with the tips of the fingers
"How can you tell when an egg Is
He came to this
tween our pickets.
keeps the hair in excellent condition? Ireuh?"
South Paris.
Not too often for the latter; onoe in
"Well, you put It Id water and If It is house. We have been ordered to find
three weeks is often enough.
good it will float or sink, I've forgotten him and call upon blm to give an acwhich."
count of himself."
Hints.
"Are yon sure he came In here?"
QUICK ACTION WANTED
When one is coughing and spitting— asked Winifred.
Life's greatest tragedies come from with tickling throat,
"I am," replied the citizen.
tightness in chest,
a Sure and Safe
hesitating before patha of plain right soreness in throat and lungs,—when
"We have been ordered to search tbe
and duty.
head Is aching and the whole body raokhouse," said the soldier who had
If there doesn't seem to be any bright ed with a cough that won't permit spoken.
wants
immediate
relief.
Thousleep—he
aide, see if yoo can't polish op one of
"Yon will do no such thing," said
sands say Foley's H onev and Tar Com·
the dark ones a bit.
Seven Β irks, which is the extract of
is the surest and qaickest acting Captain Wharton. "In support of Miss
ponnd
Root* and Herbs, will make your food
Narrow linen tape is better than rib- medicine for coughs, colds, croup and la Dudley's testimony I give you my word
digest, baiùah Heaiîacl.ea, recula to
bon to run In the allover embroidery of grippe. A. E. Sbnrtleff
Co., South Paris. of honor as an officer and a gentleman
your Liver and Kidneys, give you
underwear. Colored ribbona will fade A. L. Clark
Chat there la oo such person here."
Drug Co., Norway.
new life, and keep you well Price
after a while if not removed for every
There was a brief alienee, at the end
50 eta. a bottle at all druggists or
Before be marries her a man may be
washing, and white ribbon tnrna yellow
from the proprietor,
#
after a few washings, bnt the tape gets afraid to kisa a girl; afterward he Is of which the recently arrived party
were turning to leave tbe bouse when
«8 Bmy 9L, New Ywft C*y.
afraid not to.
whiter and prettier all the time.
tbe closet door was thrown open and
Haa the day been rosy or blue? It is
W. T. Azbell, ex-postmaster of Ed- a man in citizen's dress
stepped forth.
well to be a little careful In answering
wardaport, Iod., writes: "I suffered
"I cannot permit any one to bear
for our days pretty accurately reflect from severe trouble with
my kidneys false witness In
my behalf," he said.
the color of our minds, and minds are and back. First bottle of
Foley Kidney "This
onrs
to
control—not
to
be
person," pointing to the citizen,
controlled
Pills
by.
New Mia to Beatore Orui
gave me relief." Thousands testiEspecially when the crust
Hair to lta Toothful Color. I
"la correct At nightfall I left the tavDo the best yon can in the oiroum- fy that backache, rheumatism, sore
riiwuti hair foiling.
is the crisp, flaky, tender
M
I
and bladder ern and came here to call upon Miss
Mkand
atance· and then atop fretting about the muscles, aching jointa
kind that William Tell
weakness vanished when Foley Kidney Dudley at her Invitation."
possible outcome.
Regret ia neither
makes—the digestible, wholeCaptain Wharton turned his eyes
wboleaome nor advantageous after it Pills were taken. A, E. Shurtleff Co.,
Sonth Paris. A. L. Clark Drug Co., from the Englishman to Winifred, then
some crust that brings every" yoe su,Icr
Kidney or
reaches the worry point.
tbn?
Ν orway.
Γ Κ ΓJ. Bladder trouble, send us your
one back for a second piece.
back to Wharton.
name totethi-r with names and
Silver will be aa bright aa new if it ia
"Who are you, sir?" be aaked.
"What kind of leather makes the best
address of two others similarly afflicted and
covered with sour milk, allowed to stand
They like WilÛam Tell cake
wc will mail yoa
"Captain John Armltage of tbe Britfor half an boor, and then washed and ■hoes?"
j:st as well, and William Tell
TREATMENT
"Don't know, but banana skins make ish army."
FSEE-ONE WEEKS*
rinsed.
bread, biscuits and muffins.
good slippers."
of oar reliable S.S. Kidney aad Bladder Pilla.
"And in our Unes in citizen's clothes Γ
If something is wrong with yon all the
The reason? Ohio Red Winter
"Miss Dudley will bear me out that
THE 1 S. MUG CO., CARBI16TM, OHIO. time there is just one person in all th·
THEY KNOW ITS SAFE.
Wheat and a special process of
1 came upon ber Invitation."
world responsible for it.
Parents
who
know
from
Inin
obtainable
experience
only
milling
"For what purpose?" asked the citiUse the thin old blankets in comforts sist npon Foley's Honey and Tar Com- zen.
(27)
notice.
instead of cotton. They will be light and pound whan baying a medicine for
tatereeted;
"That does not concern you. I did
Le*Ue B. warm, and will wash moat satisfactorily, soughs, oolds, croup and la grippe. C.
Γ. Lnnceford, Waahlngton, Oa., write·: not come for military Information."
blmaelf.
Keolalon. hi» time u>
That soiled article of nndresasd kid : "1 have nsed it for six
and I
And I shall claim Dooa if hS*
"You need not remain here any longyeara and It has
Ή·"
after this date, and
need not be turned over to a profession-. aever failed. I think It Is the best remeer," said Captain Wharton to the
al cleaner. A very fine grade of sand- ; dy made for coughs and oolda." ▲. E.
searching party. "I will be responsipaper rubbed oarefally over the anrfaoe ; Sbnrtleff Co., Sonth Paris. A. L. Clark ble for this
gentleman."
la th· aecret of restoration.
Drag Co., Norway,
This order, couina trw M officer
I
castor

Holland's Water Line.
The famous "water line" of Holland
Is really the final line of defense which
Holland would make use of should

α

US BEFORE BUYING.

position

the ten cartridges in the magazine are
only used in great emergency, as when
the order for rapid firing is given to
stop an enemy's charge. In the ordinary way the magazine, with its ten
cartridgee, is shut off from the rest of
the rifle by means of a metal slide call-

the Times. The shlrtsleeved man was
u smart representative of the rival paper.—London Tatler.

perversity

Acai

better·

The magazine of the army rifle la
nothing more than a detachable box
This spring
containing a spring.
forces up one cartridge at a time into
ita
ready for tiring. Afl a rule

guilty?" "Yes, guilty, my
friend," replied Russell.
The Morning Herald came out with
the news of the bare fact as well as

"Spick and

are

ers.

out, and he and his pick fell through,

Of all the trees In America the cypress Is In summer the most beautiful.
Ever fresh and green, its tiny leullets
resemble the choicest ferns. Young, It
Is a thing of charm; older. It Is Inspiring and interesting; mature. It becomes

ready

a

better than the Morning Herald,

Its great rival, Russell hurried back to
London by special boat and train Immediately the verdict was pronounced.
As he got out of the cab In Printing
House square a man In shirt sleeves,
apparently u printer from the Times,
came up and exclaimed: "So glad to
So they have
see you safe over, sir.

"Ob, general!" exclaimed Armitage

imploringly.

$1.39

CALL

in Dublin.
In those days the telegraph was unknown, and as his paper wanted to go

one

people

number of

a

eerred oat to the
that cartridgee
loldlers separated from one another.
Cartridges are, however, usually given
five.
DUt fastened together In ciipe of
Cottage house and lot
The modern rifle used by the British on Park
Street, South Paris
rifle |
army la known aa a magazine
In
house
and lot, with
or
ten
cartridge!
;
Village
and holds two cllpe
the magazine Itself as well as an ex- extra building lots, on Main
tra cartridge above the magazine, elevStreet, South Paris, known ae
en rounds In all.
When the cartridge clip la forced Into the Hewett place ; also house
the magazine the fastening is removed, and lot at West Paris, known
so that each cartridge when it reaches
as the Dudley stand.
the magazine Is separate from the oth-

she be Invnded.
The "wntcr line" is a line about
seventy miles' long by seven to eight
It is flooded by means
miles wide.
of special sluices and dykes so constructed that the whole of the Hue can
be covered to a depth of a foot and α

I should not order a court martial to
try you on the charge of being a spy?"
"1 can only assure you. general,
that 1 came here In reply to a written
request from Miss Dudley. When I
received It I had no knowledge what
"
was her motive In asking me to coine
"But yon know now?"

maU-rial, twenty-two parts cop
per and seven tin, was used In the sec
"Big
honest.
ond casting at Whitechapel.
Educate the Ben" weighs thirteen and a half tons,
What's the remedy?
are
So they issued circulars
housewife!
being brought to bear upon her to inis nineteen feet and sU inches in dl
with some fifty suggestions from which
rival."
are
ameter and seven feet and ten inches duce her to marry my
the above "Don'ts" are taken.
The" clapper weighs 000
Major Harrington thought a few moIn height
Moreover, the department commiaalon"Big Ben" cracked shortly ments, then asked:
Your hardware at the
ers proved the cane against the house- pounds.
"Where do you propose to go7"
wives and the grocer. They established after be was hung In plnce, but bis
modern hardware store of
"To Morrlstown."
a city market where produce, vegetables
tones, previously somewhat mournful
and staples were sold, often at prioes and dirgelike, were Improved by the
"Washington's headquarters?"
the
of
those
half
less than
charged by
•Tee."
accident
grocer. They proved that the average
Again a rew momenta were μπββηι
One Exception.
Milwaukee housewife—over 100,000 patIn reflection; then tbe aid spoke again:
Mrs. Blniic said to her daughter one
ronized the city market—may be cheat....
"This is a dangprous visit you are
ed, over charged, robbed and otherwise day:
I fear tbe
"buncoed"—all to the profit of the deal"I am certainly easy on shoes l<ook about to make, captain.
would not approve of It"
er.
genera!
worn
at this pair of elastic sides. I've
Nul tbat tue storekeeper ι· au id me
"Put yourself In nay place, major."
them three years, and they're aa good
wrong. Par from it—the housewife ia
"Ah, you sly dog. you know bow to
as new.
on clothes too.
I'm
easy
cutthese
municipal
culpable, argued
plead. All tbe world loves a lover. I
the
ax
as
There's
fresh
a
tweed—just
my
Many
tbe cost-of living
apoatiea.
will grant tbe leave, and If you are
housewife buys a "dime's worth"· of day I bought It seven years ago. And
cangbt
ζ sball doubtless be relieved
baa
it
"charged"
some-thing-or-other;
bats, gloves. stockings—In fact I'm
from duty on the general's staff. Be
and "sent." They forget that book- easy on everything."
careful that you are not taken and
keepers cost money; that delivery wag"Except father, eh?" said the daughons are expensive—all of which must be
banged for a spy."
Press.
Free
ter.—Detroit
paid for by the oonsamer. So tbey tried
"If I am hanged It will be for love."
to educate the wqjnao to go to the store
In mufti, hired a man to
Armltage.
Bomb· In Warfare.
herself, to make her purchases, pay cash
over the river directly oppohim
pull
It Is claimed that during the siege
and if possible, carry the provisions
site tbe fort on the southernmost point
home herself. Tbat is, unless she or- of Paris In IfiUO the Parisians Invent
Island. He lundcd In
while"
ders enough to make it "worth
ed the first bombs ever used
Being of Manhattan
of Jersey City. There
for the grocer to charge and deliver.
short of ammunition with which to the then village
Again, Mrs. Housewife orders only the reply to the artillery of the Béarnais, he took horse, crossed the meadows,
finest, fanciest put-up packages. She
Elizabethtowti and at
to fabricating It aa best they passed through
will pick out a package of some staple, they set
left hie burse at a
having
nightfall,
of
wire,
Old nails and bits
the cover of which is beautifully tinted could.
We Offer
Here Are a Few of the Real
ou tbe outskirts of MorInn
roadside
and decorated, merely because It looks copper and other metals were rolled
on foot to tbe square
fine—not thinking tbat all tbia, too, costs np In leaden envelopes, and the can- rlstown, proceeded
about which that city Is located.
nons were loaded with these Impromoney to the consumer.
7 l-2c per
500 yards 36 inch Percales
In a dwelling on the west side of the
Or she will order because goods are vised projectiles.
cheap—never atopping to see if they are
square lived Winifred Dudley, the lady
7c per yard
600 yards standard 40 inch Sheetings
good—and so loses by the transaction.
from whom ArmltaKe had received the
Right and Left.
advice—"Don't mistake
Hence this
him to MorA writer saye thut probably in every summons that bad brought
12 l-2c per yard
15 cent Ripplettes
for
buy
good
economy;
cheapness
rletown. Tbe blinds of the livlug room
as iu bluglish. "right" origlanguage,
goods!"
the light of logs
7c per yard
Some are too lazy, too Indifferent, too inally
slgnltied merely "straight" were open, and by
Family Crash
the capbusy or too inconsiderate, to go to the "straightforward'· and thus "normal." burning on tbe hearth within
79c piece
see into the room and thut
tain
could
12 yard pieces Long Cloth
store themselves—they send the maid, "Left" at first was no
to
opposite
the children or use the telephone—all of
vacant. This gave him courage.
"right" but meant "weak." "ineffi- it was
Huck Towels
9, 10, 1-2 12, 19c each
which mean loss to the family pocketHis chief dread was that some Americient"
this
book. So the city heads offered
can officer might be calling at the
wise admonition.
Turkish Towels
10, 12 1-2, 21, 26c each
bouse, and. if so, he would be in this
More Worry.
"Don't be lazy ; don't be indifferent;
S· tbe young Briton walked
room.
the
affects
the
to
store
the
"Don't
don't
send
Blankets $1.50 value
Worry
worry.
children—go
pair
to the door and tapped ou
see
that
up
what
boldly
dnctless
of
the
want;
buy
you
yourself;
body, thereby
glands
It with tbe ring wblcb hung from
the goods and prices are right, and don't causing actual physical alimenta."
White Dress Goods at Hall Price.
lion. Winifred
be too proud to carry the bundle home
"Gosh. I'm sorry you told me that tbe mouth of a metal
tbe watch for
yourself!"
It will make me worry."—Louisville Dudley, who was on
Another suggestion deals with meather lover, ran hastily down tbe stairCourier-Journal.
buying!
case and atlinltted him, first drawing
"In buying meat, don't go in and ask
the window curtains In the living room.
War.
the dealer for a quarter's worth." "Se"The time of your arrival Is unfortulec* your piece of meat first; then ask
War has always been the mint in
the price per pound; sav how many Which the world's history has been nate," said Winifred. "Captain Wharpounds you want; see tbat you get cor- coined, and uow every day or week or ton, whom my father Is anxious that
rect weight ; compute the figures yoursent me word that
month has a new medal for us.—Oliver I should marry, has
self and see that your chaoge is correct."
he will call this evening for bis final
Holmes
Wendell
Many a penny is lost to the consumer by
answer."
negleotiDg this simple precaution—and
The words were scarcely uttered
the pennies count op faat while abop"Impossible Is the precept 'Know
when tbe sound of a horse's splutter
ping.
thyself, till It be translated into this
was heard without and the clank of
"Too are entitled to all the meat you
partially possible one. 'Know what
side arms as some one dismounted.
buy: fat, gristle, bone and trimmings. thou canst work at"'-Carlyle.
The fat can be rendered, the bone and
In the living room was a large closet.
THIS—AND FIVE CENTS!
trimmiugs will make soup—don't let the
Winifred hurried her lover Into this
butcher throw these into the scrap box,
Don't miss this. Cut out this slip, en- closet.
A moment later there was a
only to remove and sell them over again close five cents to Foley & Co., Chicago, knock at tbe front door, and she adwbeu you are gone. Tbey belong to
address
and
name
III., writing your
mitted Captain Wharton, an American
you, and you should have them.
clearly. You will receive in return a dragoon.
"This circular Is not issued to affect trial
Honey
containing
Foley's
package
We are the honest dealer, but you owe it to and Tar Compound, for coughs, colds
"How. now, little one!" exclaimed
The farmer who has a silo appreciates its value.
yourself and your fair and-eqnare dealer and croup. Foley Kidney Pill· and Fo- the captain. "You are all In a flutter.
the
leader
in
the
for
the
Green
Mountain,
recognized
agents
to observe ordinary care in buying."
ley Cathartic Tablets. A. E. Sburthff Surely tbe decision 1 come for cannot
country. The lumber in these silos is saturated in creosote
Co., Sonth Paris. A. L. Clark Drug have wrought such agitation. If you
Did You Know ThatCo., Norway.
which prolongs the life of the wood many years. Place your
love me you must be pleased to tell
One cupful of liquid equals half a
If not—well. In that case I must
for
Landlord—1"I assure you, sir, there is me so;
order for one now, so to have ample time to get it
pint; 2 equal a pint?
bear tbe blow as best 1 can."
not
a single bug In the houve."
One gill equals half a cupful?
the fall harvest.
Be had clasped the band she offered
Visitor—"No, they are all married and
Four cupfula of flour equal a pound?
families."
We have the Blizzard cutter and blower, and as good
him by way of salutation and, holding
Four tablespoons equal an ounce, or a raiding
It, looked into her face wistfully. But
quarter of a cupful?
engine as there is made for the money.
WELCOME INFORMATION
he saw no encouragement and. dropFour ounces equal a cupful?
men
are
and women
Most middle aged
Two cupfuls of granulated augar or
ping tbe hand, walked beside ber into
AND SEE
learn
that
Pills
to
Foley Kidney
glad
butter equal a pound?
tbe living room and gloomily took tbe
from
and
relief
stiff
give
languidness,
Eight ounces equal a cupful?
sore muscles and joints, paffioesa under •eat she offered blm.
Two and a half cupa powdered augar
"I regret. Captain Wharton," she
eyes, backache, bladder weakness and
same

QgttB

found him

and ride away.
It was not long before an orderly
rode up to the bouse and delivered an
order for John Armltage and Winifred
Dudley to proceed to headquarters.
Winifred, having protected herself
against the cold, with her lover descended the side of the bill on which
Morristown Is built, then ascended the

was

Spelled tu· looop.
The newspaper special, altboogb alIs someways the cutest of the cute,
times "scored off" by a colleague. For
Instance Sir W. H. Russell represented
the London Times at O'Connell's trial

\

Scientific flmertcan.
handsomely lllnitratsd weekly.
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